Speakers policy resolve
sets off A&S controversy
By KEVIN KELLY
News Editor

A resolution passed by the Educational Policy Committee of the College of
Arts and Sciences on Feb. 6, establishing a speaker's policy for that school, has
sparked faculty and Administrative action concerning a definition of the Committee's powers.
for the individual students who a definition of the powers of the
wished to invite a speaker while EPC because no other adniinistrathe EPC edition did not.
tor has ever done so before. He
Administrative response came
said that at last it feels like a
quickly and in no uncertain terms
from Rev. George L. Drury, S.J., "real committee," someone reacts to it. When asked why the
the Vice President in charge of
committee has done virtually nothStudent Acitivities.
ing besides this, he replied a
Dr. Robert C. Carovillano of the "committeeis as good as its chairPhysics Dept., a member of the
Ray. John L. Willis, SJ.
man." The chairman of the EPC
Dean, A&S
EPC started his views on the com- is Rev. John L. Willis, S.J., Dean
"A committee it only as good as its chairman."
mittee's legitimacy in this area. of A & S.
?Dr. Robert C. Carovillano.
He said that this area is a legitimate concern of the EPC since
Services.)
it obviously falls under the educa"The University recognizes the tion of both faculty and students.
right of any opinion to be expressHe felt that this was perhaps the
ed, even if contrary to the stated most important decision made by
policies of the University. There- the EPC during his three-year
fore, Boston College disclaims any term on it, and that they had reendorsement or responsibility for quested a copy of the Notes for
the expression of such opinions by Faculty Advisors from the Office
an invited speaker."
of Student Affairs and had based
"The right of an open speaker their decision upon that document. Sacond-Claaa Pcatac* Paid
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policy brings added responsibility He said that this had been the first At Boston, MaasachuMtts
agenda
September
item
on
their
in
faculty
students,
for
and administration. In -particular, the rights and "with the typical efficiency
of all individuals and an orderly of the Committee," this is the final
conduct of affairs must be as- decision.
sured."
When asked whether the comThe controversy centers around mittee had seen a copy of the
the power of the EPC to set pol- Speakers' Policy formulated by
icy for the school on an issue that the Student Activities Committee,
has already been decided on a made up of faculty, students and
University-wide basis.
administrators, he said no. When
In September of 1967, the Stu- told that their policy was almost
Christopher J. Flynn (CBA, '68) resigned his position as chairman of the
dent Activities Committee, the of- a duplicate of the EPC's only Campus Council last Sunday afternoon. At a special meeting of the Council held Sunficial policy making .body of the more liberal, he said it was not day evening, James Stanton (A&S, '68) was elected to replace Flynn as chairman.
University, on such matters, rati- really a matter of content but that
King said "I declined to run for
fied a resolution quite similar to this is a concern of the academic Flynn said that he tendered his
resignation for "personal and acachairman
because I thought it
passed
by
that
the EPC. The ma- board of the college.
demic" reasons. He emphasized
would be better for the Council
jor difference was that the activiHe said that he" was glad that
he had not resigned because
if I did not run. I thought the best
ties statement made allowances Fr. Drury had decided to attempt that
of any friction in the Council.
outcome would be the election of
a chairman rather than a simple
Flynn described his 10 months
takover by one of us. I myself
as chairman as a period during
didn't want to be elected for a
which the Council "tried to carry
number of very complicated reaout many things. We attempted a
sons."
different philosophy?one of doing
things rather than talking about
(Continued on Page Ten)
doing them.
By MARTIN FUNKE
I think this new attitude can be
Associate News Editor
seen in the Con Con that is now
Dr. Joseph Szoverffy, professor of Germanic studies
The resolution, which the A&S
EPC now considers to be the "official policy of that college," said:
"Boston College is committed
to the achievement, preservation,
and communication of truth. To
this end an open speaker's policy
is endorsed. Under this policy any
faculty member or approved student group may invite any speaker they wish to have appear. (An
approved student group is defined
as one that has been recognized
by the Office of Student Personnel
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Flynn resigns position
as Campus Council chief

Szoverffy resigns post
in Senate disagreement

James Stanton
in the graduate school of Arts and Sciences, recently meeting."
blasted what he called "impersonality and apathy" on Flynn not only resigned his of the student body at BC."
the faculty and administrative level. Dr. Szoverffy made chairmanship, but also vacated his
Stanton was elected at last Sunthese criticisms while commenting on his resignation last seat on the Council, thus leaving day's
meeting after Councilor
the
Council
with
11
members.
The
week from the Educational Policy Committee in the
Kathy King (Ed., '68) called for
graduate school. (He had been appointed to the Com- twelfth seat must be filled'by an a
suspension of the Council's byelection in the CBA Senate from
mittee by President Michael Walsh, S.J., in 1966.)
which Flynn was elected to the laws. The Council by-laws call for
Dr. Szoverffy resigned from the In his resignation, Dr. Szov- Council in the first place.
the vice-chairman to assume the
EPC in connection with certain erffy stated that, "Presently Discussing his role as chair- chairmanship in case the chair"implementations" to the project- BC has no right to regard itself man of the Council, Flynn said, man resigns. King is vice-chaired Faculty Senate. Dr. Szoverffy a 'liberal' institution in the bet- "The Chairman has to motivate man and would have become
asked that the faculty be allowed ter sense of the word." Com- the Councilors as well as be an chairman.
to discuss these plans before vot- menting on this he said, "The administrator. He is the outsidp
Nominations for the post of
ing over them.
apathy among the faculty is grea- contact most people have with the chairman were entertained. King
Another proposal by Dr. Szov- tly helped by the administration. school. Many people see him as and Stanton were rKHninated. King
erffy which was denied was the I am dissatisfied generally with the president of the entire student refused the nomination and Stan
establishment of a "permanent the system. I can speak with body or at least the representation ton was elected by acclamation.
General Faculty Meeting of the some authority on this, having
senior Faculty for special mat- been associated with several uniters
in order to create proper versities before coming to BC."
checks and balances to these "I have no 'political' ambitions
in making these charges. I desire
plans."
Dr. Szoverffy further stated in only to see a smoothly run uni- Quote of the Week:
his letter of resignation that "I versity - progress, not regress.
"Certainly dialogue is to be preferred to a power play by a small
have to declare that elementary I myself am the most unlikely group from one college, who, acting in secret and) in isolation, claim
democratic rights of the Faculty rebel, but neither am I a con- for themselves the right to make institutional policy in the area of
are infringed upon at BC."
I didn't come to student activities."
servative
Commenting later on his resig- BC with the intention of being
Ft. Drury on the A&S-EPC's speaker's policy resolution
nation, Dr. Szoverffy scored apa- a 'yes' man to the administra- NEWS
thy among the faculty. "I know tion."
page six.
Our editor designs "Nirvana Towers"
very few of my colleagues. Most
Dr. Szoverffy came to Boston
Hershey and the draft
page five.
of us find ourselves in this situ- College three years ago, resigning
ation. We don't know one another. his teaching position at Vale to EDITORIALS
Hey! We made the newspapers
page eight.
If I don't know my colleagues, do so. He has published widely,
confidently
many
vote,
or and is acknowledged by
how can I
as SPORTS
recommend, on certain matters? the prime builder of the German
Natural Gass
page fifteen
The answer is obvious."
Department at BC.
page sixteen
Beat Cornell!
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BC to play host
to Jesuit colleges

Concerned with such topics as
student rights, the ideal student
government structure, and the possibility of a Jesuit Student Association, the Fourth Annual Jesuit Student Body President's Conference is scheduled to take place
at Boston College February 22-25.
In all, 27 of 33 Jesuit colleges
and universities will be participating, each sending two or more delegates. Boston College's representatives will be Chris Flynn, Barbara Donovan, and Kathy King.
Joe Ryan is director and coordinator of the conference, a position
he was invited to fill by the Campus Council.
One of the primary" aims of the
convention is to issue a joint statement on student rights, responsibilities, and freedoms. The basis
of the statement will likely be The
Joint Statement on Rights and
Freedoms of Students by the drafting committee of such national educational associations as the
American Association of University Professors.
Joe Ryan, Director of the conference, commented, "It is primarily a problem of clarification."
According to him, such a joint
statement would aid student bod(Continued on Page Ten)
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Heights News Briefs
Fourteen Flicks

Choral Concert

who have completed or will complete a bachelor's degree with any
The Framingham Choral Society
The Fourteen Flicks film series recognized major by June, 1968.
has three movies scheduled for For information and applica- will present their annual Spring
this month. Films are shown at tions, students should write to Concert on Sunday, March 3, 8:00
3 p.m. in Campion 1 and 7 p.m. Coleman B. Ransone, Educational p.m. at the Natick High School
in Campion 8. The films are: Feb. Director, Southern Regional Training Program in Public Administra19, Treasure of Sierra Madre
Feb. 21, My Little tion, Drawer I, University, AlaHuston

Auditorium. Appearing with the Admission will be $2.50, $3.50
Cambridge Festival Orchestra, the for reserved seats, and $1 for stuworks to be performed are dents. For additional information,
Kodaly's "Budavari Te Deum," contact Mrs. Patrick Requa, 90
Brahms "Nenia," and Dvorak's Montvale Rd., Weston, Mass.
02193.

"Te Deum."

?

Chickadee
W. C. Fields, Mac bama 35486. The deadline for subWest
Feb. 26, Shadow of a mitting applications is March 1,
Doubt
Hitchcock.
1968.
?
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Luncheon Program

Ski Club

The Foreign Student Office is
sponsoring a program entitled "International Insight," an informal
series of luncheon discussions
(bring your own lunch) conducted
by International and American
membersof the faculty.
Each speaker will present a
brief presentation on some aspect
of the culture of a particular country to be followed by a discussion
on areas of particular interest to
both students and faculty members. The luncheons will be held at
noontime in Higgins 354. The
schedule is as follows: Feb. 20,
Israel: Dr. David Neiman, (Theo-

There will be a Ski Club meeting Mon., Feb. 19, in Brett Conference Room at 4:20 p.m. A four
day KilMngton ski trip will be dis-

logy Dept).

Feb. 27, Vietnam: Rev. Joseph
Hoc, on his recent trip to that
country.

March 5, Columbia: Dr. Luis
Alberto Rodriguez.
March 12, Burma: Dr. Mya
Maung on the role of music in the
culture with a demonstration of
some native instruments.

WVBC
anWVBC has
nounced the institution of the J.
Bickford Hayes Memorial Award,
to be given each year to the staff
announcer showing the greatest
improvement. Program director
Bill McTague noted that "since J.
Bickford left, our quality has improved 500 percent."
The first annual award will be
presented Sunday at 9 p.m. during a commemorative program.
WVBC sources divulged plans for
an 18-gauge brushed aluminum
plaque to be set into the wall of
Studio A. marking the occasion.
unofficially

Peace Corps
The Peace Corps will be on campus Mon.-Wed., Feb. 19-21, to interview candidates and administer
examinations. Mr. George Coakley, a B.C. graduate, and other
local returned volunteers will be
available in McElroy and Lyons
cafeteria for further information.

Science Lecture

cussed for March 15-18. Slides
taken on the last trip will be
shown.
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Nursing Brochure
Mrs. Margaret Ryan, R.N., of
the Careers in Nursing Program,
has recently completed the revised
addition of her brochure, "Financial Aid for Students of Nursing,"
which is a comprehensive listing
of scholarships, loans, and employment available to Nursing students.
Copies may be obtained by
writing: Mrs. Margaret Ryan,
R.N., Careers in Nursing Program, Nursing Council, United
Community Services, 14 Somerset
Street, Boston, Mass. 02108.

Political Science
The results of the recent election
of officers for the Political Science
Club have been tabulated. The
new officers are Richard Walsh,
president; James Casey, vicepresident; John Wall, recording
secretary; John Rubin, corresponding secretary; and Edward

Joinafirm that'll

giveyou executive
responsibility your
first dayat worK.

Hanky, treasurer.

English Course
For the first time at 8.C., there
is a course this spring for foreign
students, English 9. It will be repeated each fall and spring semester. English 9 is an eight-hour
course, with additional tutoring

supplied, open to undergraduates,
graduate students, teaching assistants, faculty, and others inter-

BUR

ested on campus. For further information, call Miss Meredith
Gleklen, Foreign Student Advisor,
Ext. 118/119. 457 Higgins or Ray- Now, that's a pretty funny thing for
mond Biggar, English Dept., Ext.
657, 437 Carney.

cdiege^SU?°

Middle Earth

will be presented on "Acoustics and Oceanography," by Allyn Vine, senior
scientist at Woods Hole Oceancgraiphic Institution, on Men., Feb.
19, at 4 p.m. in Higgins 307.
Some examples of research and
engineering work at sea that
demonstrate present day applications, principles, and limitationsof
underwater sound will be discussed.

The Middle Earth will present
an art show featuring works by
Brian Hennihan, Brian Curtis,
Jack Connelly, and others, this
weekend, Feb. 16-17.
As part of the Middle Earth
Firing Line Lecture Series, Mr.
John E. Madigan of the Financial
Aids Office will be speaking about
his work on Tues., Feb. 20, 8 p.m.

Administration

Chess Team

Students interested in a career
in public administration in national, state, or local government are
offered an opportunity to apply for
a fellowship to study at any of
three different universities. Candidates must be American citizens

The Boston College Chess Team
will play Boyleston's A team tonight in the study lounge of Welsh
HaM. The Chess team will attempt to better its 0-3-2 record.
All chess enthusiasts are invited
to attend.

A special lecture

Ryan, Tom
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Winter weekend features
Buckinghams at Roberts
By Andy Fauret
News Staff

Weeks of speculation centering around the unavailability of various big-name
acts, have culminated in an apparently successful Winter Weekend Feb. 16-18.
The Weekend, sponsored by the
Council of Resident Men, consists
of a dance tonight at the King
Philip's Inn in Wrentham, Mass.,
the Georgetown-BC basketball
game tomorrow at 3:00 P.M., and
a controversial concert tomorrow
evening featuring The Buckinghams and The Brothers Four.
It was this concert that gave
CORM so much trouble. According
The Brothers Four will be appearing along with the Buckingham* this to Steve Bell (A&S, '69), who is
weekend.
in charge of the Weekend, the
Righteous Brothers had originally
been contracted for the concert
over a month ago. But when they
broke up a week later, CORM was
faced with the problem of replacthem with at least two equalThe proposed increases in student loans and cut- ing
acts "who would offeet
ly
popular
backs in college construction made by President Johnson
apathy
the
and (lisappointment of
in a speech addressed to Congress on February 5 may losing the Righteous
Brothers."
plans.
affect Boston College's financial
Operating through a Boston taIn his address, the President Mr. Madigan's opinion, would be
proposed an increase in student the Presidents plan to pay $35
loan funds from $610 million to to the bank for "administrative
$705 million for undergraduates. costs" for each student loan.
Mr. John E. Madigan, Director Even though the banks are guarof the Financial,Aids Office, stat- anteed a six percent interest rate,
ed, however, that the figures were said Mr. Madigan, "they are not
"not really hat big"
really crazy about giving loans.
According to Mr. Madigan, this For the bank, it is a long term
money is supplied under the State payment. They have to wait at
Guaranteed Loan Program, not least four years before collecting
the National Defense Loan Pro- on their loans.
gram.
"A spokesman for the American
In the guaranteed loan program Banking Association said that the
the money for the loan is supplied banks are actually losing money
by the bank, not by the governin administrative costs, and that
ment. The government pays three they need $35 in addition to the
percent of the interest on the loan six per cent. If the government
when the student leaves college, would supply that $35, banks
but does not supply the money would be more willing
to give
that the President mentioned.
loans."
Also, when figures are given If banks were more willing to
about the guaranteed loan pro- give out loans, then this would
gram, these figures include all
help Mr. Madigan in conserving
loans given out last year, not National Defense Loans for those
just new loans.
A more promising proposal, in
(Continued on Page Ten)

President recommends
increase in student loans

lent agency, Lordly & Dame, Bell
managed to contract the Buckinghams, and an Irish folk group,
The Clancy Brothers, for $3,000
each and Tommy Makem, on relatively short notice.
Student reaction against the
Clancy Brothers was so great,
however, that accosting to Bell,
"we felt they might even be driving people away from the concert."
At a CORM meeting Feb. 6,
therefore, it was decided to definitely drop the Clancy Brothers
and attempt to sign either the
Brothers Four, Neil Diamond, or
Odetta, in that order, as quickly
as possible. Bell found out through
the agency that the Brothers
Four were available and they
were signed for $2500, $500 less

than the Clancy Brothers had
been.
Further complications arose the
next day, however, when the
Clancy Brothers' agent called both
Bell and Rev. John Caulfield, S.J.,
the moderator of CORM, saying
they were going to sue BC for
breach of contract. According to
both Bell and Lordly & Dame,
though, there was no written contract and nothing binding was
agreed to by either party. "We
figure it was just a scare tactic,"
reasoned Bell.
Comedian Jerry Shane was also
added to the concert program
(Continued on Page Thirteen)

Geneticist views
racial variances
On Sunday afternoon, February
25, at 3:00 p.m. in Higgins 307 the
distinguished biologist, Dr. H.
Bentley Glass will lecture on"The

Genetic Basis of Racial Difference."
Dr. Glass, whose criticism of
racial discrimination is familiar
to the American university community, is coming to the BC campus at the invitation of "Alternative," the national student program on interracial justice that
has been launched by the Boston
College Speech Department.
The speaker, who is the present
national president of Phi Beta
Kappa, has served on the editorial
board of the Journal of Negro
History and as an editor of Quarterly Review of Biology.
Past president of the American
Society of Naturalists, Dr. Glass
also acted as official U.S. delegate
to the International Union of Biolegical Sciences and headed the

medical bureau of the A.C.L.U.
as Well.
Author of half a dozen texts and
numerous articles, Dr. Glass is
presently serving as the academic
?photo by Dave Flanagan
dean of the State University of
recommendations
delayed
if the President'!
New construction may be
New York at Stony Brook, N.Y.
are approved.
Dr. Glass will follow bis lecture
on Sunday with a question period.
ger that the American people
sizing only those events unfavorwere not getting the full story of able to the Administration's war
Vietnam. The American and world policy.
press were charged with empha(Continued on Page Twelve)

Vietnam Week
activities aired
For the first time since the
Vietnam war became a matter
for serious consideration by
Americans, a comprehensive study
of the Southeast Asian conflict was
presented at Boston College during the week of Feb. 5.
Lectures and panel discussions
were held last week inBapst Auditorium, before varying audiences
of one hundred to two hundred
students. United States policy was
both defended and attacked.
On Monday night, the Honorable
Stephen J. Ledoger, under secretary department of state, Vietnam
affairs, defendedthe presentpolicy
of the government.
He claimed that policies advocated by extremists on both sides
would lead to a wider war.
He rejected the "hawkish" premise that Communism is an international conspiracy. On the other
hand, unilateral withdrawal was
criticized on the theory that, "if
implemented, we would be faced
with the same situation all over

Boston College students
Polled on Vietnam issue

In an effort to feel the pulse of the BC community,
the Campus Council last week offered as part of Vietnam
Week, an opinion poll on the conduct of the war in
Vietnam.

The poll was taken Thursday
and Friday at St. Mary's, in Lyons and McElroy cafeterias, and
in Carney. It was considered accessible to the students, offered
a certain range of choice. The
poll guestkauiaire took very little time to complete, requiring
only that one position on the war
out of four representative positions be chosen. Out of approximately 6000 undergraduates, 764
completed the poll questionnaire.
Twenty-four percent of the students (181) advocated immediate
withdrawalfrom Vietnam. Fifteen
percent felt the US should cease
bombing, in an attempt to open
negotiations. Fourteen percent
felt that the war should be "fro?photo by Geora* Jordan
zen" at its present level, with
again."
It was aISO suggested by LedO- Stephen J. Ledoger, the under-seeretary of State, as he spoke on the war. persistent attempts at negotiati-

ons. And 46 percent felt our goal
in Vietnam should be military
victory, with persistent attempts
at negotiations.
The results of the faculty's poll

was inconclusive; only 30 of the
700 faculty members participated.
Bob Bowers expressed the disappointment of the Campus Council, saying, "As a part of the
university which has taken it upon itself to assume more responsibility in toe running of the university, the faculty displayed a
definite lack of initiative to this
area."
Of the 30 faculty members who
expressed their opinions, 13 advocated withdrawal, seven the
cessation of bombing, five the
status quo, and five felt we should
pursue a military victory.
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Mahoney scores ConCon
on Senate representation
By Peter Crowley
Assistant News Editor

At the Campus Council Constitutional Convention meeting Feb. 8, Dr. John
L. Mahoney responded to the ConCon resolution which blasted "tokenism" in the new
University Senate.
He cited the greater experience
of the faculty and administration
as well as the difficulty of breaking with tradition as reasons for
the placing of only one undergrad
and one grad student on the
governing body.

To the many delegates who continued to protest the small student
representation, he answered that it
is a step forward for the university
to recognize students at all, but
remained non-committal on the

Dr. Mahoney addressing ConCon.

EPC's policy resolution

draws caustic comments
The vice-president for student affairs, and the director of student activities

have both responded to the speakers policy resolution of the A&S EPC with disfavor
and a certain amount of confusion.
Fr. Drury was the first to respond, and in a statement issued
Monday charged that the EPC's
action "goes beyond its legitimate power." Fr. Drury continued:
"By this action, they make an
unwarranted and unwelcome intrusion into an area of universitywide concern which extends beyond the competency of any 12
individuals from one constituency
in one college to force upon this
community.

"It is unwarranted because
there already exists a speaker's
policy for the university against
which no formal complaint or dissent on the part of the EPC,
either individually or collectively,
was voiced to this office or the
Office of Student Activities. It is
distressing, if in our present development as a university, disagreement and dissent where it
may exist cannot be openly communicated and discussed for the
good of the university as a whole.
"Certainly dialogue is to be preferred to a power play by a
small group from one college who,
acting in secret and isolation,
claim for themselves the right to
make institutional policy in the
area of student activities. One
wonders what extraordinary powers they will claim as their exclusive prerogative tomorrow."
Fr. Drury concluded his statement: "Had the EPC proceeded
with more care and deliberation,
they would have learned that the
students of their college are not
tooled by this endorsement of in
open speakers policy from a group
which insists on a closed door
policy to student representation
and vote.
"I hope that the Student Senate
in the College of Arts and Sciences will again respectfully request representation in the EPC
and that the Committee will reconsider its previous refusal. At
the same time and on their own
initiative, I hope they will reconsider their action in this present
manner."
Director of Student Activities
Carl F. Kowalski, who is also
diairman of the Student Activities Committee which established
the present speakers policy in
November, said, "Our policy is
more liberal than the EPC's?
since it allows any individual to

sponsor a speaker. The EPC'ssonnel, not just the faculty. The
decision was made in ignorance faculty are not the sole guardians
of our policy and is a late repearls

action to the Baird incident of
April, 1967.
It seems that the members of
the EPC have relegated administrators to a non-educational. It
seems obvious to me that a university is dependent upon the educational competence of all per-

Revitalization

of the
of wisdom."
Fr. Wilis, Chairman of the
EPC and Dean of A&S, was not
available for comment. Mr. Albert Folkard, Director of the A&S
Honors Program and a member
of the EPC was absent from the
meeting at which the resolution
was passed and would not comment on the matter.

possibility of greatly increasing the maintenance of the powers of
the number of student members. their own organization.
Dr. Mahoney explained the exHe asked that "fears that the
tensive preparation which went new government
will infringe on
into the writing of the University
Senate constitution, and pointed the affairs of current governout the disorganization of last mental bodies be worked out in a
year's student government as a spirit of community."
major cause of the lack of conLen Sienko (A&S, 68) comsultation with student leaders in
mented
that it would be impossithe drafting of the document.
to
give
ble
the student body a
He defended the inclusion of only
sense
community,
of
and asked
one undergrad on the grounds that
one student would represent the that the Council of Resident Men,
concerted opinion of the entire which has been very successful so
student body, and would serve also far, be allowed to continue in its
as a desperately needed liaison present form.
between the Seriate and the stuPatrick Dobel (A&S, 70) agreed,
dents.
arguing that the average student
Most delegates remained unsat- has "neither the capacity nor the
isfied with the proposal, however, interest to take an overview of
on the simple grounds that al- the entire university." He felt that
though there are ten times as since each student is solely conmany students as faculty members cerned with his own factional inat BC, there are fourteen times as terests,- such bodies as CORM
many faculty members on the should continue to exist in order
Senate as students. Many com- to serve the students on a lower
mented that a single student could level.
not possibly represent the varied
Golenski asked once again for
opinions of the student body.
a centralized government incorpoAt the same ConCon meeting, rating such successful structures
John Golenski (A&S, 69) opened as CORM, which would lose only
what promises to be a lengthy de- their autonomy, in order to have
bate on the structure and powers more influence with the adminisof the new student government. tration, and to avoid the confused
He attacked the attitude of those labyrinth of bodies which now
delegates whose chief interests are governs BC's students.

Corps:

To erase the blot of intolerance
By William Gross,

The Revitalization Corps is a
small (1500 members nationally),
relatively little know organization
begun in 1964 by Edward T. Coll,
a young Hartford insurance executive who believed that the country
was losing the sense of dynamic
motion and vitality that the late
President Kennedy bad brought
with him.
Today the Corps operates on a
shoestring budget out of twenty
chapters in cities and on campuses
across the country. It sponsors tutoring and rehabilitation programs
and performs other services in
ghettoes and jails, often taking on
jobs that the older, more official
social organizations neglect or
overlook.
The great majority of Corps
workers are volunteers who works
on a theory that may be unique
in an era of bureaueracized, massoriented welfare: before you can
help people you must understand
them, and to understand them you
must build and keep open bridges
of communication to them.
The aim of the Revitalization
Corps is to build these bridges between individuals on all levels of
society
to connect college and
to
city, suburb and inner city
open the way for eventual "vitalization" of large masses of the
?

?

population.
The longest bridge was completed in January, when seven
representatives of the northeastern Corps offices, including

Coll and David Tine, director of
the Boston College chapter,

Revitalization Corps

travelled to the Delta country of needed food, clothing, and books
Mississippi to spearhead Opera- collected at their chapters, among
tion IGAD (I Give A Damn).
the "second-class citizens" who
This program entails the distri- live in shattering poverty and
bution of eleven tons of urgently virtual bondage in this, one of the

Memorialrevolving chair
suggested for Senior gift

The first meeting of the preliminary committee for the senior
was held in Alumni Hall, Jan. 30. Present at the meeting were
the class officers of the four schools and the senior members of the
Campus Council.
Also attending the meeting were three alumni?Mr. Philip Doherty
and Mr. Martin Clancy, both from the Development Office, and Mr.
Thomas May, a member of the class of 1960 and the first chairman
of the senior gift.
At a later meeting, Dick Manzi (CBA, '68) was elected university
chairman for the gift.
The group unaxnimously voted to have a senior gift program since
BC relies heavily upon its alumni for financial help.
The committee decidedthat all pledges should be directed towards
one specific goal, a unique chair, given as a tribute to Rev. Michael
P. Walsh, S.J. The Chair will work on a departmental rotation basis.
In the past, pledges were given over a three year period and
paid only after the student has been employed full time.
gift

dirty linen sections of the country.
The destination of the Corps
workers was Tougaloo College, the
central point from which the supplies were to be distributed (at
this point the slow process is still
going on). If the delegation was
a bit apprehensive about the visit,
it was for good reason.
For Tougaloo, since the beginning of the fight for civil rights,
has been a center for voter regis-

tration and assistance programs
and a frequent target of violence.
Earlier this fall the home of
the Dean was completely demolished in a bombing raid by "persons unknown."
Officials of the moving company
transporting toe supplies asked
firmly that the volunteers publicize
neither their destination nor the
nature of the trip beforehand.
With a cargo of food and clothing and on an emergency mission of mercy they were, quite
simply, afraid of being attacked,
afraid as one might be to travel
openly in Vietnam with a cargo
of weapons.
Here, an attitude the volunteers
had previously encountered in the
North as "discrimination or
"segregation" was a tangible presence, a home-grown version of
apartheid, a destructive and denigrating atmosphere that permeated the lives of the people.
In a town near the Mississippi
border one of the volunteers, a
skilled and respected New York
photographer who also happens to
(Continued on Page Thirteen)

Hershey directive sparks
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recruitment protests

A recent selective service directive, whose legality has come under question, has sparked a movement to prohibit future military
recruitment on campus until the
problem of its constitutionality
has been solved.
General Lewis B. Hershey, director of the selective service system, issued the directive last Oct.
26 to local draft boards. He urged
that the boards take away deferments of any students who forcibly interfere with the operations
of the draft.
In the directive Hershey stated,
"It is obvious that any action that
violates the Military Selective
Service Act or the regulations.
cannot be in the National Interest. It follows that those who violate them should be denied deferment in the national interest."
Presently there is a case before
the courts in Washington, D.C.
intended to test the constitutionality of the Hershey directive.
Gerald Shea, A&S '68, recently
renounced the administration's

judicial role be vested in draft
boards.
In view of the clarifications
that have come from Attorney
General Clark and from President
Johnson's assistant, however, I do
not feel that we should take the
extreme position you propose at
this particular time." Fr. Walsh
did not elaborate on what the
"clarifications" were.
(Continued on Page Thirteen)

Kowalski's address:

'Comforts of censorship '
By Carl Kowalski
Director of Student Activities

It has been suggested that Section 4D of the AAUP Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of
Students is somewhat inconsistent
with the philosophy implied to its
preamble: a financially and legally independent student press does
not seem consonant with the now
customary zeal for communal

living in the academic style.

The Jesuit Educational Association has observed that the autonomy of student action concerning their organizations, public
speakers' policy, and publications
does not follow logically from the
preamble's "the responsibility to
secure and to respect general conditions conducive to the freedom
to learn is shared by all members
of the academic comunity."
This presentation is an attempt
to "save the appearances" of the
Statement, an attempt to walk the
tightrope between the poles of stuAnother round in the legal battle over General dent freedom and community resLewis B. Hershey's recommendation that anti-war pro- ponsibility but in a manner sometestors who interfere with the operations of the Selec- what unlike that of our glorious
tive Service System be reclassified and drafted will take student Bill of Rights, in a manplace today in the Federal District Court of Washing- ner somewhat unlike that implied
ton, D.C.
by the Jesuit reservations.
Lest I be misunderstood, alLawyers for'the National Stu- lawyers, congressmen and acadent Association, Students for a demic groups, and the Johnson though I believe that extra-stuDemocratic Society and 25 other administration subsequently tried dent control of the campus press
plaintiffs will file 'briefs challeng- to soften the effects of the letter, is educationally catastrophic, I
"failure to act" in protest against ing the constitutionality of the con- the general has refused to modify also maintain that matters which
the directive.
troversial October 26 letter from his stand, and opponents of the pertain to all three constituencies
Shea wrote a letter to Fr. Walsh, Director of the Selective Service war are currently being reclassi- of the university should not be
urging that he take action to pro- System which advised local draft fied under the directive.
handled by one faction alone
(whether that faction be faculty,
hibit military recruitment on cam- boards to reclassify as delinquent Lawyers
for the American Civil administration,
pus temporarily, thereby follow- any deferred draft registrant who
or student).
Liberties Union and the New York
light
ing in the footsteps of Columbia participated in such protests. A
In
of the presence on
basedLaw Center for Constitutionand Haverford.
delinquent classification assures al Rights are seeking an injunction many campuses of student publicFr. Walsh stated his position in a registrant of a speedy call-up which would prohibit
ations owned by toe Boards of
local boards Trustees,
a letter to Shea on the matter: "I to military service.
a light of necessity refrom using the Hershey directive
through the prism of the
fracted
agree with ( you wholeheartedly For protestors without draft ob- in drafting
anti-war protestors.
current student revolt, there has
that the Selective Service System ligations, Hershey prescribed
Despite
widespread legal opthe
should not be used as an instru- court prosecution.
arisen an impossible situation in
position to Hershey's position, a
ment to repress and punish unpopthe area of this publisher-editor
Although Hershey's letter was
Law Center derelationship. This situation is imular views and to order that a greeted by adverse reaction from spokesman for the
scribed the chances of getting a possible for at least three reafavorable court decisionas "slim." sons:
It is acknowledged that the traThe student editor often finds
ditionally conservative Federal
himself criticizing his administraDistrict Court is in a tight poli- tion publisher, a situation non-extical squeeze.
istent in off-campus publications.
Hershey said that he conferred The university as a publisher,
with "someone at the White because of its financial role, is
House" before issuing his directive found legally responsible for the
and refuses to rescind it until publication's content, over which
Johnson orders him to. Despite ii is hardpressed to assume con(Actual size ZPh" x 31")
the pressure on the White House trol.
~?^?^^^^^^^^^^^^^^?
for such an order, the president Because freedom of the press
has remained silent and many ob- lies ultimately in the hands of the
servers in Washington doubt that publisher, the student editor may
the court will do what the presi- not be given freedom of activity
dent wouldn't, particularly in an commensurate with the nature of
election year.
a liberal University rationale.
Legal precedents for getting a In short, because of its intimate
favorable decision from the courts relation to liberal education, the
are good, according to Hershey's student newspaper is devoid of
critics. They point to a decision true freedom of press. Freedom of
JOHN
RINBO
by the US Court of Appeals for the press is the publisher's right,
GEORGE
the Second Circuit in January of but due to the customary cry for
MB
\u25a0 Big, full-color brand-new posters of the
last year that the reclassification academic fredom, the university
| fabulous Beatles! A psychedelic blast for
of a number of students who sat-in publisher is not allowed to exerI theyoung of all ages. Flame-bright John...
\u25a0 Flower-power Paul... Dove-loving Rlngo...
at the Ann Arbor, Michigan, draft cise that right to pre-view copy.
Mvs,ic George. All clicked in Swinging
board
was illegal and that the Thus we are faced with the
1' London by world-famous photographer
draft board had violated the regis- problem of insuring the growth of
R'CHARDAVEDON,and printed in dazzling,
trants' right of free speech. Her- a critical and responsible student
"\u25a0'st-time colors that turn on the -?^
i*ikaF
shey had recommended the re- voice, while at the same time
Patterns of out there. Like the Big 4R||
Four ,nemselves. they're kicks, a *\u25a0««
classification of the students.
trying to protect the rights of
*?
happening, an art form, a chest \u25a0 EACH
Although the Selective Service the university publisher.
«V mm\. *«V
thump. Getthem and believe.
Law provides for the reclassificaPaul
If the publisher exercises his
tion of individuals who interfere right to censor copy, he risks
Photographed in Swinging London by RICHARD AVEDON.
with draft process or fail to fulfill violating the principles of acaExclusively for IMinn Magazine.
their duty under the law, it makes demic freedom. If the editor is
no provision to draft eligible men free from censorship, he is violatwho interfere with the operations ing the tenets of responsible
of a military recruiter.
journalism.
!»¥[
wWm
m
B
maintains
that
such
Hershey
We have reached an impasse.
l|
Wn*. ~?t
MM
Mm*
MM
n<kV
m*- A
action is, by inference, a violation The organizational structure must
S\tT*»J
of the SS law but his critics claim be changed, and we are offered
that such a policy violates both two alternatives.
the right of free speech and that
We can make the leap of (good)
faith to a student press "financialprocess
of
due
of
law.
BEATLEBANNER 3'/s feet-wide, black-and-white portrait
c IM7 Kuns Knttrprtm Ltd. All rlihta i«Mnr*4.
Several colleges, including Co- ly and legally separate" from the
lumbia and Haverford have can- university, or, we can struggle,
celed military recruitment on possibly in vain, to construct a
campus until the Hershey letter is student press based in communal
rescinded or modified. Many other responsibility, the government of
colleges have lodged protests with which must accommodatethe prin279 Harvard St., Brookline, Mass.
the President and urged him to ciples of academic freedom and
clarify the situation.
the tenets of responsible journa-

.
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lism.
The complete autonomy suggested by the Joint Statement is unsatisfactory for at least four reasons. In the public eye, the trustees would still be responsible,
morally at least (and probably
legally), for printed material, no
matter how separate "corporations" are set up.
Furthermore, on campuses such
as ours, a move to autonomy
would probably toll an early knell
for our student press:
"Newspaper sales account for
a very small part of the budget:
at 85% of the schools, sales provide less than 10% of the revenue.
Sale of advertisement is also insufficient at most schools. This
source of funds supplied more toan
half the newspaper's budget at
only 15% of the institutions." (The
American Students' Freedom of
Expression: A Research Appraisal, cd. Williamson and John
L. Cowan, Univ. of Mtonesota,
1966, p. 125).
I trust we value communication
highly enough to avoid placing
such a financial burden upon the
shoulders of our editors. In addition, an autonomous student press
may also run the risk of coming
under the control of outside tofluences.
Although some may believe that
a fascist newspaper bearing the
name of a Cathohc university
might be running true to form, 1
would avoid risking its possibility.
Finally, of course, a student
press independent of faculty and
administrative involvement, yet
also a service to both faculty and
administration, destroys our beloved concept Of communal give
and take.
But if complete autonomy does
not solve the problem, with what
alternative are we left? While
acknowledging the principle that
faculty and administration should
become involved in the governance
of the student press, we must
safeguard against the use of
censorship and the subsequent
destruction of liberal education.
If you would suggest that censorship is not the case at your
institution, I might again enlist
Williamson and Cowan. "Where
does censorship take place? 15%
of all editors had experienced
censorship, contrary to their
wishes, before publication.
These editors were primarily at
Catholic universities and liberal
arts colleges and at teachers colleges. 33% of Catholic university
editors, 30% of Cathohc liberal
arts college editors, and 23% ol
teachers college editors had experienced such censorship.
No such censorship had reportedly occurred at large public
universities or at Protestant univeristies."
It amuses me that in universities teaching the Oresteia as
part of the "general" educational
curriculum, one of its main themes
is neglected in the co-curricular
area of student affairs.
"Man must suffer to be wise";
because of our imperfect nature,
we learn by mistakes. If our task
is to develop the innocent fresh
man into the mature graduate, we
should allow him to make mistakes, no matter how catastrophic,
precisely in order that he might
develop.
The university, if consistent with
(Continued on Page Thirteen)

on

"Nirvana Towers"
We hear a lot of noise
these days about community and dialogue but we
rarely hear the university
planners asking our opinions. It seems to me that
the construction of the new
dorms is an event which is
of vital concern to the student body arid an area
where their opinions and
contributions should be
sought

This article is simply an attempt to present one opinion to
those who are to concoct the new
environment for our expanded
resident student body. I hope it
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will stimulate the planners to a
little more consideration of those
they are planning for and also
excite some students response and
action.
"Nirvana Towers" is a fivetower complex based primarily on
two principles: 1) students can
participate in the educational process most effectively in a comfortable environment and 2) the
formation of small communities
is essential to that process.
I feel that this complex solves
many of the problems with regard
to housing large numbers of people in a relatively small geograph-

the heights

by JOHN GOLENSKI
Editor-in chief

mored as the cost of the two-

tower proposal presently being
considered are phenomenally low.
preserving the small community I wonder if they wish to house
aspect so conducive to learning 1200 people in orange crates or
maybe even a verticle Kostka
about the world and people.

"Nirvana" is 21 stories above Hall.
There is also the fact that dorms
eventually pay for themselves.
"Nirvana" might take until 1999
but it would eventually pay off
the long-term loan necessary for
its construction.
So much for proposals. The
as a snack-bar, a rathskeller,
gyms, a swimming pool, a large point is that the students should
infirmary, rec rooms, a theatre, at least be consulted and lisa small auditorium, meeting tened to. Polls which are ignored
ical area while at the same time rooms, study rooms, and anything are of no use. Perhaps a little
talking together is called for.
else desired.
There are four small dining
rooms to seat the occupants of
each of the four towers (Fig. 3).
These dining rooms, on the second
level, are fed from one central
kitchen in the core. The first floor
can be used for a reception area,
lounges, and a central foyer
where the four core elevators
land. There are also three elevar
tors per resident tower for the
exclusive use of the residents of
the "houses."
These "houses" are the most important feature of "Nirvana.'"
They are its ralson d'etre. These
"houses" will provide living units
for 37 people with prefect. Prefectships could
filled by resident faculty members or hired
ground and two below (for a parking garage, of course). It's basic
plan is five towers joined at the
edges to form a cross pattern.
(Figs. 1, 2). The central core
tower will house such amenities

professionals.

Within each "house," composed
of two floors, there are 13 twoman rooms, three three-man
rooms, and two one-man rooms;
take your pick. (Figs. 4. 5). All
these rooms converge on a central lounge area which includes a
balcony around it on the second
floor and a grand staircase. There
are also facilities in each "house"
for a kitchen, TV room, study
rooms, utility rooms, laundry
rooms, and large open areas.
A typical two-man room includes a study area, a shower,

built-in closet and shelves and a
bedroom. Each room faces the
outside through a glass wall, out
onto a balcony, if anyone wants
to pay for them. The exterior
walls of "Nirvana" are glass except for the concrete columns
holding everything up. The rooms
are heated and cooled through
radiant heating in the floors and
ceilings and the floors are carpeted for peace, quiet and comfort.
There are many other features
which could be discussed except
for the question which has been
on your mind since you started
reading.

The cost could run from 15 to
25 million dollars. This isn't as
horrendous as it sounds. To shelter and provide for 600 men and
600 women with all the comforts
of "Nirvana" wouldn't come
cheaply. However, the figures ru-

High rise dorms promise
to doubleresident students
by MICHAEL BRADY
News Staff

Edward Tedesco Associates of Worcester has been named the
architect for the planned coeducational high-rise dormitories, announced Rev. James J. Devlin, Associate Professor of Physics and
Director of Campus Planning.
According to Fr. Devlin, the new resident complex, consisting of
two twenty-two story towers, and a student union "will almost
double our present capacity."
The towers will be coeducational, one housing 600 men and the
other 600 women. The low-rise student union will combine a common
dining facility, infirmary and recreation areas. As planned, the new
dormitorieswill be located adjacent to the parking lot of Saint Ignatius
Church.
After studying the newer dormitory facilities of a number of
colleges, and a questionnaire sent to Boston College, Fr. Devlin favors
a suite design. This would call for a number of suites, of two or more
rooms, for each floor. The lounge and recreational facilities would be
integrated among the floors rather than having the lounges combined
on only a few floors.
This latter plan was used in the new dorms of the University of
Massachusetts and Hofstra College and resulted in a corridor type
familiar to Boston College residents.
The primary consideration for the new dorms is in Fr. Devlin's
words, "to provide not merely bed and bath, but combinations for
independent study plus combinations for informal seminars with or
without faculty members and combinations for the social life of the
dormitory residents.
These combinations will determine the furnishing of the individual
rooms and the placement of the lounges."
In planning, an important consideration is cost. "The dorms have
to be paid for by the students. This includes both maintenance, and
the building itself. We don't want the dorms so plush that the students
can't pay."
Fr. Devlin was unable to estimate the cost for the new dorms
without further consultation with the architect. However he did state
that the dorms could be ready for occupancy in two years with
fourteen months of planning and ten' months for actual construction.
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PACESETTER:

Producer al Italia
ED. NOTE: The "Pacesetters"
is a new series instituted by toe
editors to introduce the community to some of its most productive and active yet most onknown members. It was deemed
flttng that Phil Di Berlardlno,
B C's producer-director-reviewer-happy person, should begin
the series.
By JAN WOJCIK
News Staff
Every institution needs hap-

editor for toe Heights back in the

"He did his homework."
His regular homework comes as
days when everybody
Entertainment
Director for Vilwas content. He wrote drama relaggio Italia run for nostalgic
views that were read with fury Italians in the CatsMUs by Mr.
or exaltation. He trumpeted failure and Mrs. Dißelardino. They call

halcyon

piness people. BC has its share
but it also enjoys the superpresence of a happiness engineerPhilip Dißelardino. He began his
bellowing charge through Boston
College public life as the features

and defeat with the verve and insight of a pure New Yorker who
lives with the professional theater,
like some of us live with little
league baseball and the neighborhood drug store.
One day several members of
an unsuccessful play tore open
the Heights with trembling
hands on a Friday to see what
Philip said about their efforts.
They drained as they read bis
words, but one said at the end:

themselves up there "a resort
with a touch of Italy," and all
the warmth and joy of that race
radiates throughout the place because of the presence of the DiBelardinos and the mediterranean
fore they capture in themselves.
If you have been there to see,
you no longer wonder how Philip
can entertain the tables in toe
Eagles Nest or the musical loving
crowds who attend his campus
shows, or the warm bunch of sunshine people in his Italian Club:
as a whale naturally dominates a
school of cod fish, so Philip's
personality shines about us.
The most frightening eight lon
campus last year was Philip
contorted into a hot ball of
rage before a bumbling rehearsal of How to Succeed to Business Without Really Trying. He
would shout harsh words of disapproval that would chill the

blood.
If you can remember the perfection of "Coffee Break" it was
because Philip broke through
man's natural tendency to fail or
to be mediocre, and moulded men
and women into an almost paradisical harmony.
He shouted then, but when the
audience began to shout at the
end of the last performance in
May, Philip came onto the battlefield of his stage as a conquering
hero, and there he was, maybe
500 pounds of quivering jelly crying Hke a baby, sweeping five
girls up in each arm and blubber-

As the Romans of the past that
we read about in Sophomore
Latin. Philip and his kind do big
things with bug passion, and move
spectacularly among the mob.
bracing, murmuring: "My son, He's going to do it again this
semester with Little Me. The only
my son."

ing accepting their affection, too
weak to do anything else.
Back stage all the DißelardInos were gathered, some old,
some young, all weeping, em-
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thing little in this show is five
foot Mary Ann King whom Philip
surrounds with the overwhelming
dancing troup of his energy and
talent.
Don't try two things with him.
Don't fail consistently before him
as you try to master the mambo
in a dance routine; your laughter
at his violent noises incites him
to really bad words. Don't ever
have him fail you in a favor or
a promise: he goes helpless with
sadness and self anger as he tries
to think of some way to pay you
back incessantly.
Philip once said that he has
been to 82 Broadway Musicals
in his life; (here have only been
61 since he was old enough to
walk, but some he has seen
twice. You hear that, you say:
"of course, what else could
capture his attention or bis
spirit?" You are right of course.
Hum the finale to Beethoven's
9th next time you see Philip DiBelardino charging around; that
will provide you with the proper
background atmosphere to the
way he trods the earth.
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Editorials:
In one word: Ineffective
pens at a university. Experience says
that this committee does not express the
views of the A&S faculty on education
and what experiences it entails.
Fr. Drury is justified in his anger and
Mr. Kowalski is justified in his resentment of a committee which doesn't seem
to know he or his committee exists. More
importantly, the students of A&S should
feel somewhat betrayed by the chief policy-making board of their college in its
indefensible ignorance of what any reader of this newspaper has seen repeatedly
on its front page. What reprimand would
a student incur if he acted upon incomplete knowledge when the facts are readily available?
Most importantly, however, there is
11
an implicit issue in this whole conflict
/5 coMfLAiA/16. ABOUT
CON 6 r?£«S
which has been dormant since the creaThe
A 'cieoittLt-ry
tion of the EPCs. As a member of the
W&k6
Pecrue want to Acvotv
EPC has stated, this is the most signifiI
of
the
EPC.
It
cant decision to come out
\H South VALLey Fo*.c*e
might be added that the A&S EPC has
done little else in its history except demand why the Modern Man program
hadn't been abolished, again, in ignorance
of what had been going on. It is obvious
to everyone in A&S, including the mem- To the Editor:
be left free to seek the truth. This
bers of the Committee itself, that the Some 2500 years ago Aeschylus doctrine, therefore, has nothing
EPC has been a totally ineffective body. said that it's a woman's job to whatsoever to do with Catholic
Theology (I am not, of course, reWhy isn't the proposed College of stay at home and to maintain the ferring to speculative Theology),
humble and discreet silence which
Basic Studies ideas at least being con- befits her station. His words, as because we are here a step besidered and condemned? Why is the core true today as they were then, yond its justification. 1.c., there
program being changed haphazardly by were, I am afraid, once again is no reason why we should be left
to seek what we already
departments rather than being revamped verified by the letter of Miss Mary free
Chap in last week's Heights. Hei have. The Administration, rather,
by the legislative body of the college?
confused style sufficed to obscure should attempt to instill it in us,
It seems to me that the answer to the whatever she was talking about, for, despite our boasts of having
age of being intellectually
numerous problems of the EPC lies in its but let me examine just one of come of
etc., we students (let's
mature,
and,
made
in
so
points
the
she
obdurate refusal to maintain any dialogue doing,
it)
face
are still, for the most
make an humble plea for
with the members of the college. It is in- intolerance.
part, spiritual and intellectual adare, as Plato said,
teresting that a member of the committee
"Love," she says, "implies tol- olescents. We
And the sooner
still
in
the
Cave.
meeting
found the one
with the A&S erance." (Hie Genuflectitur.)
If the issue is relegated to the conrecognize this fact and accept
we
year
productive
presiSenate last
and the
Fine. But tolerance of what? Preflict of definitions of the educative procin Theology the guidance of one
ess, the EPC loses again. By considering dent of the Senate found it insulting. If sumably of the beloved's faults who has left the Cave and returnand shortcomings (e.g. stupidity).
education as solely the concern of the the EPC saw fit to admit that it is more But does it imply tolerance of ed there to (viz., the teaching
productive and effective to solicit the whatever could be injurious to the Church), the sooner we will asfaculty, the EPC has defined the adminideas and opinions of the faculty and stu- beloved? I think not, for it seems cend to the light.
istrative staff as janitors. This is certainWhat, then, should we do? Well,
ly an insult to the numerous professional dents than to grant rare and condescend- to me that one of the necessary I'm not sure myself. Perhaps unof true love is doing, or der
educators who happen to have chosen to ing audiences perhaps one of its mem- elements
the patronage of Mary, daily
at least willing, what is good for
bers
wouldn't
describe
it
as
"inhave
to
witch-hunts
in the Theology Dep't.
work outside the classroom. It is also an
the person we love. And this seems
archaic and narrow view of what hapeffective."
J.D.G. to mean being intolerant, violent- would be in order. I'll bring the

It is rertainly true that the Educational Policy Committee of A&S has overstepped its heretofore undefined powers
by legislating a speakers' policy. The fact
that the EPC chose to infringe upon the
prerogative of the Office of Student Affairs is unfortunate for many reasons.
In October, after deliberations and
thought, a committee composed of students, faculty and the Director of Student Activities established and promulgated a speakers' policy for Boston College. They were acting with the authority
of the Office of the President, the Office
of Student Affairs, the Executive Committee of the Study on Student Life, and
the Director of Student Activities. It is
deplorable that the EPC either disregarded, or, worse, didn't bother to find out
about the new speakers' policy.
Their ignorance of the proceedings
since the Baird incident of April 1967 is
at least culpable. The speakers' policy
was placed on the agenda of the EPC
at its first meeting at the beginning of
the academic year and the final decision
came last week. Evidently, during this
time, there was no communication with
the Office of Student Affairs as to what
was the position of the university on this
problem.
It is ironic that even on the issue of
academic freedom, the EPC is outstripped
by the administration, faculty, student
committee. The EPC policy calls for
speakers to be sponsored by organizations. The official university policy allows
anyone, individual or organization, to
sponsor speakers. This policy functioned
last semester when two individuals sponsored a speech by William Baird in Bapst
Auditorium.

way

Another daily witch hunt

ly intolerant, of whatever things,
people, or ideas are harmful to

the loved one.
Now, what does this imply for
our community, particularly with
regard to Theology? If the administration really loves us students,
if it is really "out for all the students," as Miss Chap says, then
it should be intolerant (at least in
required courses) of those theologfighting. U.S. troops were helicoptered to ical opinions which are harmful
(because false) to those gullible
the race track there to meet a new threat. undergrads who frequently exhibit a favourable, albeit Pavlovian,
?Shots were fired across the bow of reaction
to whatever is presented
the Pueblo before it was stopped and as being modern or relevant withfinally boarded by the North Koreans. out for a moment considering (or
This was disclosed in Washington. New caring) whether it is orthodox or
rumors circulate that release of crew- wrong. What I am saying is, in
effect, that academic freedom has
men may be near.
no place in the required Theology
at a Catholic University
?In poll of students at Boston Col- courses simple
for the
reason that no one
lege, biggest percentage was cast in sup- has a moral (as distinguished
port of escalation in Vietnam if President from political) right to be wrong.
Johnson asks for it."
Furthermore, the sole tenable
reason for academic freedom, as
Reductio ad adsurbum?
J.F. far as I can see, is that men should

Read to the tune of
"Silent Night"
Boston Globe, Saturday, February 10,
1968, page one:
"War Front Roundup
?Russia warned the United States
Friday to accept North Vietnam's terms
for negotiations or face even heavier attacks. But in Washington State Department officials saw little new in Hanoi's
latest bid.

?A U.S. Marine at Da Nang attempted to hijack an airliner carrying 83 Gl's
to Hong Kong. He was subdued after
Gen. Westmoreland intervened.
?Saigon is still the scene of street

matches.

Philip E. Cleary A&S '69
Coordinator,

Education Commission
Church and World Conference

Beginning with this issue,
The Heights is again printing
letters to the editor. We regret that we cannot print all
of the letters we have received, but financial pressure
continues to severely limit
space.
However, the editors still
welcome the comments and
suggestions of our readers.
Such comment unquestionably
constitutes an important part
of the service of a university
newspaper, and it is unfortunate that unrealistic fiscal
planning and administration
have interfered with this and
other services of The Heights.
For the present, letters sub-

mitted should be as concise
as possible to enhance the
chances of publication.
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Bringing about understanding
To the Editor:
February of 1968 is a very difficult time for me personally as
a citizen of the United States, because of frustrations rising from
"what is" as opposed to what
"ought to be" in this country.
The continuance of a war which,
I, personally, must consider unjust, and the increasing persecution of young men who, in good
conscience, cannot fight in such a
war, is one source of apprehension.
Another is the growing alienation
of the Black comunity and the
corresponding White reaction
symbolized by the Tampa sheriff's
decision to "shoot them in the
streets" in case of a riot.
?

Furthermore, the inability and
unwillingness of all levels of government to effectively cope with
the urban problems, and the high
probability of another summer of
rioting as a result has added to
the difficulty of identifying myself as an American. Finally, the
anxiety over the USS Pueblo has
made February, 1968, in particular, a hard time to affirm citizenship.
Yet, it is not these incidents
which are the sources of frustration, so much as they are sources
of "fear and trembling." The
frustration comes from vain attempts to reason with so many
Americans on the issues of the
war, Black human rights, and
urban problems.

So many people when learning of
the historical events leading up to
the Vietnam War, who then admit
the error of U. S. involvement,
still reply, "my country, right or
wrong." And while the authors of
"In the Name of America" may
feel that their document is "overpowering," I really wonder if,
of those who bother to read it,
many will change their positions.
While I can have only the highest
praise for Fr. Drinan, I feel, unfortunately, that those to whom
he speaks will not listen.

In attempting to explain the
the Black
been told of
their "inherent laziness" by those
born into White middle class who
have "made it"on their own.
Furthermore, some of those who
were once sympathetic have told
me that Blacks have lost the
rights they once deserved through
rioting. The challenge to White
liberals
as Stokely Carmichael
has defined it, "educating your
own"
sometimes seems to be,
by far, more difficult than the
corresponding obstacles to be overmany problems of
community, I have

?

?

Recognition
To the Editor:
Simply as a member of the
student body of Boston College, I
want to thank Bob Bowers and all
those who worked with him to
bring Vietnam week to our campus. This is one more example of
Bob's deep concern for the Boston
College Community. The interest,
initiative and perseverance of all
those involved in bringing such
crucial issues before us deserve

public recognition.
Very sincerely,
Joanne McGurry
Education 1969

come by Black community lead- main a citizen of the United States,
when I am supposed to be responIt is becoming ever more dif- siblefor its actions, many of which
ficult to try to understand those I cannot, in good conscience, conwho refuse to try to understand done? And how, when these acothers. What solutions are offered tions are said to be in the name
to concrete problems by such of law and order, freedom and
people? Basically, they are solu- justice, can I remain? The possitions of eUmination after the bility of citizenship and life in
fact often violent elimination
another country ?< Denmark, perseems ever more attracrather than solutions of preven- haps
tion. Perhaps this is because solu- tive.
tions of prevention require underFor me, however, to leave would
standing the problems of others- be cowardly, for I would be seekBlacks (for those of us White), ing an easy life only. I could not
Vietnamese, Koreans, the poor, be a true citizen of another nation
etc.
if I ran out on this one's probA possible explanation of why lems.
this attempt at understanding The essence of citizenship, it
seems missing is because so many seems to me, is precisely to take
in the United States have attained responsibility for its problems,
what they want, and have become and to become committed to help
automatically oblivious to others' solve them. And my personal commitment is to, over and over
needs for understanding.
Before you say, "I'm not like again, attempt the almost imposthat!," consider the last guy you sible task of bringing about underdumped for no reason. And it is standing.
this attitudeof not trying to underPatrick H. Byrne
stand which, it seems to me,
A&S '69
characterizes so much of America
today
from national policy to
daily life.
My frustration over "what is"
in America today is, then, in tryto under- To the Editor:
ing to cope with
stand
others who will not reIt's about time we take a sericiprocate. It so happens that ous look at the effectiveness of
"common sense" solutions to the student government on the BC
USS Pueblo incident overheard at campus. Or isn't "effectiveness"
the dinner table ? for example, applicable to this political struc"Just bomb the whole of Korea ture?
out of existence, and Vietnam, Let's face it, what really has
too. Maybe then we'll have been accomplished? The student
peace,"
has made this frustra- body, I feel, cries for improvement
tion more intense than ever be- in many areas of campus life
Asofore.
cial obviously the most promiHow can I remain a citizen of nent). Yet, what do we get?
a nation where the refusal to un- Constitutions by which to abide,
derstand leads to basic contra- book-Eke reports from a "superdictions between its stated aims, romimittee,'' additional commitand its practices? How can Ire- tees, and on and on with seeming-

ers.

?

?

?
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To the students and faculty
ofthe college of Arts & Sciences
The Student Senate, in the College of Arts and Sciences has
recently been informed that the college's Education Policy
Committee has promulgated a college speakers' policy.
The Senate is curious to know why the A&S EPC ignored
the fact that there is a university speakers' policy. This policy
was developed by the sub-committee on Student Activities
composed of three students, three faculty members, and the
Director of Student Activities. It was accepted, by the Executive Committee of the Study on Student Life and embodied in
its final report and promulgated officially through proper channels in October, 1967.
The students of Arts and Sciences wonder just what this
meansj. Are we to assume that in the future, the EPC will
involve itself in areas that are considered properly to be a
concern of the Vice-President of Student Affairs? Naturally, it
is our hope that this is not the case.
We wonder why the EPC has chosen to endorse a liberal
speakers' policy and at the same time in a letter of invitation
to the Senate to its March meeting chose to forbid any discussion of their newly announced speakers' policy?
The Senate is seriously concerned over and somewhat embarrassed by our EPC's action. We ask that its motives be
clearly explained to the faculty and students of the college.
The members of
the A&S Senate

We want action now

?

?

?

?

ly ages passing by without any served as an excellent example
tangible results.
that a highly structured organizaMembers of these various tion can get nothing done." It appears that the height of absurdity

senates, committees, and councils: this is what I plead for,
tangible results, accomplishments,
above all, ACTION. And NOW.
From everything I have read and
heard, you people are so bogged
down in constitutions, Robert's
Rules of Order, polls and the like,
that an organization such as the
Constitutional Convention can't
even get off the ground. To quote
The Heights 1/12/68 concerning
the convention "Jan Gedst remarked that this meeting itself

Fidel vs. Buckley
To the Effitars:
I have just finished reading the long-awaited
issue of Spectrum. I was quite surprised that this
purported model of objectivity had chosen to solicit
articles on Vietnam and the draft defending a 'prowar' or 'hawkish' position that totaled only three
out of thirty nine pages. One of these articles demands some answer and, as Spectrum does not
appear to be the appropriate forum, I have chosen
the hackneyed form of an 'open letter.
An Open Letter to Rick Lareau
SDS'6B
Dear Rick:
It was with dismay that I concluded your essay
of vituperation in the recently published edition of
Spectrum. I had always considered you as a person
who, however, closed your mind may be, at least
respected the divergent opinions of others. However, your literary outburst has shattered that
illusion.
Perhaps we are witnessing a new "McCarthyism" coinciding with the rise of a new Senator
McCarthy. Rick, I am sure that you would be
upset if someone said to you "If you don't like it
in America, then go to Russia"; you are displaying the same frame of mind when you insist that
anyone who supports present Administration policy
ought to enlist and go to Vietnam.
Rick, it is important that everybody should have
a chance to make known his position on the issues
of the day?even if they happen to disagree with
you. The latest Harris poll shows that 70% of the
American people support the war; it does not help
yoiH" position by calling these people "ignorant".
Rick, you weep publicly about the "cowardly
and sadistic brutality" of the "pro-war people", it
is regrettable that same pushing and shoving took
place when you blocked the sidewalk to suppress
the freedom of the representatives of Dow Company.

But in all seriousness, I would ask you this

question: What political group has given us the
example of violence and civil disobedience? It is

the 'New Left' that has physically attacked public
officials?as Dean Rusk was set upon at Harvard
last year. It is the 'New Left' that suggests that
LBJ be shot. It was the 'New Left' that tried to
storm the Pentagon. It is the 'New Left' that bums
draft cards. It was the 'New Left' that tried to
halt troop trains.

has been reached when this same
convention cannot even adjourn
itself due to lack of a quorum.
I applaud the ambition and
determination of a person like
Rene Durand who saw the need
for a BC coffeehouse and eventually established one: not totally, but
largely, an individual effort. Anything attempted by the Campus
Council or CORM takes an exceedingly long time. I wonder if
by the time I graduate I will see
a rathskeller, or a student union
(even a temporary one) or weekly
dances, or a university bulletin
board or even hired entertainers
who show up for BC concerts. The
only exception is the recent acceptance of the parietal system.
This has to be the major contribution (only contribution?) of
the past three semesters.
All I ask is that the political
structure of Boston College fulfill
its responsibility to myself and
others, as students, through ac-

Listen to the words of 'New Left' hero Dick
Gregory who states that if the Democratic Na- complishments, not stagnancy. I
tional Convention is held in Chicago this August
ask that they struggle forward
it will be only over his dead body. He promises
hundreds of thousands of demonstrators to immobilize Chicago. In this atmosphere of 'New Left'
hatred and violence it is only human that voices
will be raised in protest and that tempers might

flare.

Rick, you constantly refer to an "anti-communist paranoia" of the "totalitarian" American
government. Another radical, Robert Welch, has
his own conspiracy theory; it is strange how similar your views are in many respects.
If what you say has any truth in it, how do
you explain the facts that: it is your demonstrations that get the headlines; it is your activity that
appears on Huntley-Brinkley; it is your spokesmen
that are so well publicized, whether they speak
from Congress, the campus, or the sewer?
Rick, the 'Left* in America (from Adlai to
Stokely) has consistently favored an ever increasing role of the federal government in almost every
phase of American life. That is why it sounds so
phoney to hear you mouthing libertarianphilosophy.
I oppose the draft because I feel that it is an
unnecessary function of Big Government; a wellpaid volunteer army would be much more effective.
Your opposition to the draft seems based on
the hope that its abolition would cripple our warmaking potential. If you are truly opposed to the
diminution of freedom, how can you praise a Ho
or a Fidel and oppose Bill Buckley?
Richard C. Roth A&S '68
Chairman, Young Americans for Freedom

from beneath their burdens of
constitutions, paper work and po-

litical niceties to give the students something to appreciate,
something to restore faith in this
government. May their sole purpose be to see a need and fill it.
There should be no need to print
a headline such as "Council,
Senates wrap up uneventful first
semester."
Hopefully yours,
Frank Ferro A & S 70

The Heights
invites your
comments

upon the
opinions
expressed
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Where is "Naked Ned"?
To the Editor:
We are a group of Boston
College students who work on the
premise that there is rarely anything happening on this campus
worthy of note. And we feel that
no matter what you say, this is
the prevalent feeling among the
student body.
Therefore, we wish to protest
the 'New Heights,' which is of
the straight news school. Last
week's issue was particularly horrible. There was not one thing of
humor or interest to the average
student, and The Heights was so
preoccupied with the symposium
that it wouldn't even print a letter
to the editor. Or didn't it get any?
So what we basically want is a
humorous, avant-garde organization which is able to present inif not all-important
teresting
to the body public. We
issues
?

?

are interested in student government, something which is not
common, but the reporting of it
is horrible. We would like more
Naked Ned or an Uncle Froots,
but instead you give us the tripe
you foisted on us last week. But
indeed, you are all honorable men.

World's fair

If we want to read the news,
we can go to the newspaper that
comes out daily. The Heights, I
believe comes out once a week and
then three days after it goes to
press. You have to lose something
in the delay. Why can't we have
an interesting paper which we can
read without being behind the
scenes ourselves?
You may construe this as a
crank letter, but it is not. I and
my associates do not wear long
hair, beards nor the like, but we
firmly believe that when The
Heights lost Gerry Shea and the
aggiornamento, along with the
hippies, Commies, and other unsavory characters which infested
its office, it lost its identity. Give
us back the old paper and the
University student body its freedom. We don't want to listen to
the same lofty principles and
ideas we read about in the New

Flynn...
Viewing his role as the new
chairman, Stanton said, "I
wouldn't want to see the chairman
too powerful?every member of
the Council should have a certain
amount of responsibility himself.
The chairman should be more of
an organizer than a dictator."
He said he felt that in the past
the Council has not been efficient
in handling its business. In order
to have the Council prosecute its
affairs more quickly, Stanton said,
"The chairman must see that
everyone is pulling his own weight.
If a job is assigned it should be
done thoroughly and submitted on
time."

..

The Heights
desperately
seeks
greedy
capitalists
to take
10%
commission
on ads
??

ing planned, the library, will be
hurt badly."

(Continued from Page One)

sodation geared to them has beOther topics to be fielded by the
come apparent."
convention include Christian ActHe claimed that Catholic Uni- ion and Committment in the Inner
versities are facing clarification City, the Draft, and Vietnam,
problems and that "the proximate Pass/Fail Courses, and Academic
thing is to introspect and decide Freedom. The topic of Christian
what we want tobe first." He add- Action and Committment. in the
City relates to problems of
ed, "We must arrive at our com- Inner
Christianity as pointed out by
fo
mitments and
from there."
Harvey Cox in The Secular City
Asked why an organization like St. Joseph's College, and Scranthe National Student Association ton University will handle the
could not serve that function, workshops concerned with these
Ryan answered, "The N.S.A. is areas. The aim of discussion on
a national association for students, these topics is to arrive at connot a student national association. clusions and suggested actions.
It is not concerned with problems
The conference will not have a
of compulsory masses, retreats, keynote speaker and instead will
and dress regulations and the have several student speakers
like."
giving dinner speeches. The deleHe stated that "Catholic Univer- gations are to come with "packsities are concerned with race re- ets" containing informational malations, the draft, and the other terial giving a good picture of
problems that are the main con- their school to be distributed to
cerns of the N.S.A., but not to the every other school. The hoped for
same degree." Marquette Univer- result of this is increased comsity will run the workshop con- munication and perception between schools.
cerned with the J.S.A.

IhkuMvl
UUMIIED
( $ 25,000 a year)

Speaking about the structure of

the Council, Stanton said he felt
it was presently too small to carry on its business effectively.
"We deal with every aspect of
student fife," he said, "and 12 is
simply too small a number with
which to get anything done. I'd
like to see a more representative
(Continued from Page Three)
form of student government, one
students who plan on a career with more positions filled with atin teaching.
large elections."
The reason that this is more
desirable is that the National Defense Program has a cancellation
clause. If he student becomes a
teacher, as much as 50 percent
could be cancelled on the loan,
and more if the student teaches
the handicapped. The State Guaranteed Loan Program does not
have this provision.
In Mr. Madigan's opinion, an
increase in State Guaranteed
Loans rather than in NationalDefense Loans is a "less inflationary move," in that the government does not have to supply
money for the loans, and no additional money has to be circulated.
Another economy minded measure was the proposed cut in college construction finances by $500
million.
When asked if this would hurt
Boston College's plans, Fr. Devlin, of the Campus Planning Office responded: "In the immediate future, no.
"The Social Sciences Building is
alright. But the renovation of Devlin is being held up. It was appropriated on the last budget, but
all money to colleges is being held
up now. The next academic build-

Student loans.

Jesuit convention...

ies in such things as determining
desirable structures of student
governments, the border between
administrative intrusion and nonintrusion into student rights, and
student responsibilities.
The conference will investigate
structures of student government
with specific emphasis on the
matters of its finances and the
possibility of salaries for student
officers.
The most important result of the
conference could be the formation
of a Student Association of Jesuit
Colleges and Universities, or as
nicknamed by Ryan, the Jesuit
Student Association. This was conceived of by Joseph Ashby of Loyola of Los Angeles.
The reasons such a league is
being considered, according to
Ryan, are that "Catholic Universities have certain problems difYork Times. We want something ferent from other universities to
the point that the need for an aswe can read.
Paul Mercaitis A&S '70
Martin Hernon A&S '70
William Griffith A&S 70
Thomas Druain A & S 70

(Continued from Page One)

To the Editor:
I am writing in protest to the
new social sciences building which
is presently being built at Boston
College. It is the facing of the
building that I object to. This
facing is different from every
other building. I realize that it
is both financially and realistically
impossible to continue building
Gothic buildings. However, I think
that the facings, at least, should
be the same in order to give the
campus some kind of architectural unity.
If this present type of building
continues, Boston College will soon
begin to resemble certain downtown universities which look more
like world's fairs than colleges.
Robert Sullivan
A&S 71

Friday, February 16, 1968
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Join our
Business
Staff

Hard to believe? Perhaps. But the future is wide open
for college seniors in the booming retailing industry.
In case you didn't know, supermarkets and self-service
department stores are big business
and Stop &
Shop/Bradlees is one of the biggest.
\u25a1 With initiative, brains and just plain hard work, you
could soon be running a $2-6 million store operation
serving 8-12 thousand customers a week. You could be
in charge of anywhere from 60-120 employees, with 4 or
more department heads to helpyou.
\u25a1 Of course, there's a lot of responsibility: supervising daily operations, merchandising, production and
inventory control, labor relations, public relations, and
the fundamental job of increasing sales and profits.
\u25a1 But the rewards as an experienced store manager
are great: high pay (solid five figures), rapid advancement, and the satisfaction of running your own show
and seeing your own efforts pay off. And the path upward through field supervisory jobsright up to the very
top is wide open with this aggressive, fast-growing
company. College graduates are particularly valued
in'the retailing business and enjoy a much greater advantage than in many less dynamic fields.
D If you are graduating this year or next, talking to
Stop & Shop/Bradlees might just be the smartest move
you could make. Pay is excellent during training, and
advancement into responsible positions is rapid for
?

qualified people.

\u25a1 For further information or to apply, please see your
Placement Director. Or write or call College Recruiting
Manager, Stop & Shop/Bradlees,397 "D" Street, South
phone (617) 463-7515.
Boston, Massachusetts 02210
It will speed things up if you include your resume and
indicate whether you are more interested in supermarket or department-store openings; however, feel
free to call for information only.
?

INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON CAMPUS, FEBRUARY 19,1968

Stop.Shop WM Bradlees
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Impressions
of
Haymarket Square
By RICHARD HAMILTON
Supplement Editor

If you're seeking the "total environment" experience but wiM not
be satisfied with light shows and "After The Third World Raspberry"
psychedelia, then perhaps a walk (as in two legs) through Haymarket
Square would prove fruitful. Fruitful is certainly what it would be,
for no where else but in Haymarket Square can one be assaulted by
such an assortment of dealers in grapes, apples, oranges, avocados,
and God knows what else. Sight, smell, hearing and touch all become
involved in this melange of shouting, gesticulating old men, fresh
fish, flower carts, mushrooms, chestnuts, and some of the best restaurants in the east.
The restaurants of Haymarket typify the style of the Square, a
style which could be summed up as quality with a shabby yet appealing exterior. Both Durgin Park and The Union Oyster House, two of
Boston's oldest and most famous restaurants, are nearly indistinguishable from the neighboring warehouses and rundown wood and brick
buildings. Similarly, one can find some very good food among the
crude outdoor stands which line?no, not line but overflow?Commerce
Aye. Even Faneiril Hall, "the Cradle of Liberty" appears to be nothing
more than another beef market from the outside. This most pleasing
attribute of the Square seems in marked contrast to the shining new
buildings of nearby Government Center, where one might wonder
about the amount of quality housed within those edifices.
Government has always been an important part of Haymarket
Square ever since town meeting were first held in Faneuil Hall. These
meetings became forums for pre-revolirtionary gadflies and it was
this which caused John Adams to dub it"The Cradle of Liberty," a
rather pretentious title for Peter Faneuil's market. More interesting
are the various relics of Americana which can be found just by
wandering through the crooked streets, such as The East India Tea
Co., now an antique store, and the spot?the actual spot, they saywhere the Boston Massacre occurred.
Even the damp and musty M.B.T.A. station seems to exude an
atmosphere of lived-in-ness, which is probably at the heart of the
Square's charm, and which certainly transcends any one historical
spot, restaurant, or shop. For when all is considered, it is those old
men, those old men who have always been there hawking their wares,
who are the source of the unique appeal of Haymarket Square.

Photos by
Dave Flanagan
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Vietnam Week...
Joining Dr. Moise in the panel,
were Dr. John Henry Lawton of
Dr. Edwin Moise of Harvard Boston College, Attorney J. LawUniversity was the lecturer Tuesrence McCarthy and Mr. J. Alan
day night and also participated
McKay, ntiaonal president of the
on the Wednesday night panel. He
Y.A.F.
strongly
criticized
the intervention
In disagreement with Dr. Moise,
of the United States. The failure McKay predicted that if the United
of the Diem regime to hold elecStates withdrew from South Viettions in 1956, as was stipulated in nam, "the Communists would take
the Geneva Accords of 1954, was over Vietnam, South East Asia and
cited as a prime reason for the
then God knows what.
insurrection.
South Vietnam is of strategic
Dr. Moise stated that the Saigon importance if Communism is to
regime as an unpopular and cor- be resisted. Communists throughrupt government, supported only out the world regard this as a
by United States aid. "No nation laboratory case of the will of the
in the world ever had such a fan- West to resist."
tastically rich and stubborn sugar
McKay made it clear that he
daddy as is the case in South does not entirely agree with PresVietnam."
ident Johnson. As a conservative
"The concept of a monolithic Republican, he feels that the obworldCommunismis a better sub- jectives in Vietnam should be
ject for comic books than for two-fold.
First, North Vietnam should
scholars in a University," according to Dr. Moise. The theory that never be permitted to take over
the N.L.F. submissively obeys South Vietnam. Secondly, there
(Hanoi) and they, in turn, bend must be an attempt to establish an
to the wishes of Moscow, was said infra-structure of democracy in
to be incorrect.
South Vietnam.
"It is as cogent as the once
He feels that the N.L.F. should
prevalent belief that the Russian not be recognized in any negotiaRevolution was a plot of the tions because it is not an "indigeGerman General Staff."
nous political group within South
It was suggested to Dr. Moise Vietnam."
McCarthy limited his statement
that, if the United States withdrew immediately, there would essentially to a discussion of the
be a "blood bath." He replied legality of United States interventhat he hoped there would be tion. Since neither the United
amnesty agreements, adding that, States nor the Diem regime signed
if the N.L.F. loses the war, the the Geneva Accords of 1954, "they
blood bath would be even greater. are not legally or morally bind(Continued from Page Three)

More silly stuff with Uncle Marvin coming up in Middle Earth Coffee
House Wednesday and Thursday, February 21 and 22, at 7:30 and 9:30
each evening. A mythical cycle of absurd sorts. Cheap.

BU holds forum

to examine

student housing problems

Boston University's Hayden Hall
becomes the site of an open forum
on student housing Tuesday evening, February 27, at 8:00 p.m.
Called "Boston Housing and the
Student," the meeting will present
a variety of speakers, from students and landlords to legal and
public health experts.
The presentation is open to the
public and will draw especially on
local speakers. The moderatorwill
be John Vasquez, a BU student.
The format will be similar to that
of a teach-in, with each speaker
taking 15-30 minutes to present
his position.
Speakers will include: Joe
Smith, chairman of the AllstonBrighton Community Center, on
"Community-Student Relations in
Allston-Brighton"; Bill Robinson,
president of the BU Student Con-

gress, "Pros and Cons of Apartment Living"; George Romanos, a

landlord; Thomas Atkins, Boston
City Ctouncilman, on "An OverAll View of Boston Housing";
John Sinclair, assistant to the
Vice-President of Business Affairs
of BU, "What the University Does
for Student Housing"; Prof. Banks
McDowell, professor of law, on
"The Legal Option"; Martin Gopen of the Urban League on
"Problems in Federal Housing."
Other speakers will include the
student leader of a successful rent
strike in the Allston-Brighton area
and an official of the Boston
Health Department.
The program will close with an
open forum kind of session, with
a breakdown of the separate areas
covered by the speakers.

TRAVEL WITH NSAThe Official
Student Travel Bureau
Save up to 60% on air fares and
accommodation in Europe.
Only the National Student Association can offer
you these savings, because we are a non-profit
organization, run exclusively for students.
Look at NSA's unique travel services.
\u25a0 International

Student I.D. Card which gives you
huge savings on lodging, restaurants, transportation,
museums, galleries, theaters and stores.
\u25a0 Student Trips and Study Programs. A complete
selection of trips, tours, and study programs.
A unique opportunity to meet and get to know
students from other countries.
\u25a0 Official Student Travel Publications, which give
you a wealth of information on accommodations,
transportation, restaurants, sights, nightlife,
shopping. All tailored to student tastes and budgets.
Start your planning now. See your Campus
Travel Rep or clip the Coupon.
U.S.National Student Association ETI (Dept. N2)

265 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016.
\u25a1 Please send me details on your student travel services
and the I.D. card.
\u25a1 Trips and Study programs.
\u25a1 American Programs
Name

Address
City

State

Zip
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ing," claimed McCarthy.
"The purpose of the SEATO
treaty is to prevent armed aggres-

sion. That is what the United
States is trying to do. We are in
Vietnam under the SEATO
treaty."

He said it was a right of the
United States to intervene in the
internal affairs of other nations.
As he put it, "if we should not
get involved in the affairs of another country, we should get out
of Vietnam."
Dr. John Lawton emphasized
in the time available, that the
Vietnamese conflict was a revolutionary civil war. "It cannot be
successful until sufficient masses
of South Vietnamese are exterminated.
The type of guerrilla warfare
in Vietnam needs
and has
the support of a committed civilian population."
A bomb halt is needed because
the bombings have, "failed to
achieve their purpose announced
by General Wheeler in 1965," according to Dr. Lawton.
Rather than reduce the availability of men, the "bombings
have increased the infiltration, resulted in the deaths of many North
Vietnamese civilians and also the
destruction of houses and churches."
Dr. Lawton concluded that' "in
conference alone, resides the best
hope of peace."
?
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WHY SHOULD >ETNA HELP MINORITY
GROUP MEMBERS GET GOOD JOBS?
Because we think this is the
way a responsible corporate
citizen should act.
>Etna Life & Casualty has

trained young people from
blighted areas of Greater
Hartford since 1965 via two
pioneering programs.

..
"Operation START,"

~_.

T

nT ?

..
insti-

tuted three years ago, is an
eight-week course that provides girls with the needed

office and social skills to enable them to obtain full-time,
permanent jobs.

For men, "CO-OPportunity"

opens doors in the computer
operationsfield through a sixmonth program of classroom
study combined with on-thejob computer
p
training.
6

Both programs were the first
of their kind to be conducted
by a business organization in

its own facilities. And there are
no strings attached. Graduates can go to work anywhere.
Our business may be selling
insurance,
_.

_??i?? people.
But our concernis
?,,,_-__-__
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(Continued from Page Four)
be a Negro refused to enter a
restaurant after another Negro
volunteer had been humiliated by
its manager.
On a dark Mississippi road their
Connecticut licensed oar with its
"mixed" group of riders was stop-
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INSTANT COLLATING
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ped by a state trooper and, for
apparently no reason, they were
questioned. At one point they were
shown a privately printed book
describing the atrocities com-

XEROX copies
3$
2$
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Revitalization
mitted
the Northerners who
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their tiny plots of land.
Children, kept from attending

grow on

Corps...

"Jolly Glad to Serve You"
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by

had come down to work at voter
registration in previous summers.
Such harassment of outsiders is
as common here as is the ill treatment of the Negroes who live on
and work the land.
At Tougaloo the seven Corps
members encountered a thriving
chapter and an interested student
body whose members are deeply
involved in school and voter registration and other programs in
the Delta country.
The sole resistance to IGAD on
campus came from a few white
teachers whose attitude was that
no Northerner could ever understand the problems of these people, let alone expect to do any constructive work in the South.
Corps members countered these

You Are Eligible.

schools by entrance and "birth
certificate" fees beyond the reach
of their parents, watched shyly
from the crumbling woodenshacks
that are their homes as their fathers talked, as they talked and
saw, perhaps for the first time,
that people actually cared about
created and tolerated in this
them.
country in our time.
It was here, face to face with
They talked and spent considerpeople and not with statistics,
the
able time with five Negro families.
communication
meaningful
in
to
Here they came face face with among
beings rather than
human
conditions they later described as
endless and finally meaning"unbelievable." One "home" con- the
less
talk of politicians and schoolsisted of a two-room hovel housing
boys,
that the bridge was
sixteen people.
anchored.
? None of these "homes" had any
Seven men and women from the
sort of water supply other than
filthy rainwater which had to be North have returned. But already
used for all cooking and cleaning there are plans for other visits,
purposes. Most families, unable to with more clothing, more people
find work, were living on the few and more hope for the citizens of
scraps of vegetables that they the Mississippi Delta.
arguments by pitching in: by
working with the people, by meeting the impoverished families
where they lived, by trying with
every possible means to bridge
the tremendous gap, to erase in
part the blemish that has been

Walsh On

Hershey...

that the memorandumwas illegal.
(Continued from Page Five)
"In light of Fr. Walsh's politiShea, after receiving Fr. Walsh's
situation, I am glad to learn
cal
Dougletter, met with Professor
las McCay of the English Depart- of his sympathy for our efforts,
ment, who is co-chairman of the said Shea. "However, I am ex-

Faculty Committee for Peace in tremely disheartened at his failVietnam. Prof. McCay subsequent- ure to act."
"With the failure of White House
ly wrote a letter to Fr. Walsh
expressing views similar to Shea's. action on this unfair directive,"

As a member of a group living or working in Massachusetts, you are eligible for SAVINGS BANK LIFE
INSURANCE, the choice of 400,000 prudent men and
women with an eye for exceptional value. And once you
become a SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE policyholder, you can keep your policy, no matter where you
work or live.
To take advantage of this unique opportunity now, visit
your Mutual Savings Bank and ask for personal counselling about the best SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE policy for you. Itcould be the most important step
you ever take toward personal financial security.

facsimile of that letter was Shea continued, "it is the responsibility of the University to protect
itself, to uphold what they think
is right."
Shea said that he and McCay
would be meeting later this week,
with people who axe sympathetic
on this issue. "We have already
had indication that several members of the university community
are definitely interested in this
cause. We intend to press our
case in every possible way."
Willier of the Law School and Fr.
Edward Mackinnon, S.J., of the
Philosophy department, consulted
(Continued from Page Five)
with Fr. Robert Drinan, S.J.,
Dean of the Law School. The its aims, cannot rightfully allow
group was petitioning Fr. Drinan the student editor to make one
for his support in pressing the through seven while at the same
case before the Administration. time selfishly reserving errors
After the meeting, McCay re- eight through ten for itself.
But once we forsake the comported that Fr. Drinan was alarmed at the possible infringement forts of censorship can we insure
of civil rights resulting( from the a student responsibility commensHershey directive, and that he urate with this student freedom?
promised to consider the groups The answer is not a simple one.
plans and meet with them at a I do not profess to hold the key,
later date. McCay added that Fr. but it does become imperative to
Drinan did seem to agree with institute some equitable vehicle
the overwhelming legal opinion for post-publication review, a
vehicle for faculty, administrative, and student participation.
We must free the student editor
from his existential situation. We
must make it possible for SisTHE ROCKIES
yphus to reach the peak of his
mountain. This much is certain.
The administrative problem lies
Frye Cherry Brown
13" Frye
JetBoots
Smooth-Out
in our means of arresting the
subsequent crash of the boulder.
But this is our problem.
(A

reprinted on page six of last
week's Heights.)
Together they met with Fr.
Walsh two weeks ago. At that
time, according to Shea, Fr. Walsh
again indicated his sympathy, but
said that he did not want to take
action without seeking out the
feeling of the university community.
Last Tuesday McCay, along with
Profs. Arthur Berney and William

Kowalski...
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Founded in 1907 as a public service,

SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE is sold
only through Mutual Savings Banks
direct, for low cost. And although
not guaranteed, dividends have been
paid every year since 1908,
to reduce cost still further.
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LIFE INSURANCE

Only your Mutual Savings Bank offers you Savings Accounts,
Mortgage Loans, and Savings Bank Life Insurance.

\Mu25a0 HAVE WE COT BOOTS
WALKER'S HAS THE LARGEST SELECTION EAST OE
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Winter weekend..
(Continued from Page Three)
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Natural
J Roughout!

4

14" Custom

<

29 95

sizes
MEN'S 6to 13

for a fee of $500. He is, in Bell's
words, " a professional come\u25a0 dian," and has made numerous
\u25a0 television appearances on the
\u25a0 Merv Griffin Show and the Tonight Show.
The dance Friday night will
feature two lesser known bands,
The Bundle of Joy and The Orphans, whose combined fees of
$800 will make the Weekend an

1
1j

LADIES

Open Wed. Evening till 8:15 PM

292 Boylston St., Boston (opposite Public Gardens) Tel. 267-0195

over-$7OOO expenditure.

Tickets for the concert and
dance are on sale in the Eagle's
Nest at $3.00 per person for the
concert and $5.00 a ample for
the dance.
"Sales for the concert have
been disappointing," said Bell,
"but we hopefully expect to break
even."
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AROUND THE RIM
Only fifteen days 'til the end of basketball season!!
That's probably the last reaction you'd have expected last fall. Today, on the fall '67 calendar, should
be exactly three days before the BC bid to the NCAA's
arrives.
Sporting fans of any generation follow a winner.
The volatile basketball fan of today has seen enough
action this season to make him look toward next year,
and the next few years, with delight and anticipation.
BC fans have followed an inconsistent team this
year. The end of the year, though, isn't the end of the
road. What seems forgotten in the chorus of disappointed and amazed voices is that next year's team, the '68-69 club, will be hungry. This one wasn't, and it hurt
their record.
North Carolina had no sooner taken its winning
lead in the NCAA Eastern finals last year, than BC fans
began to speculate on the greatness of this year's contingent. Evans was back, ECAC soph of the1 year. Driscoll could, they thought then, replace Willie Wolters
under the boards. And look at Adelman, Kvancz, and
Kissane?what a great senior year they would have.
And those frosh!
Our apologies to the New Testament, but from those
to whom much is given, much is expected. The publicity
buildup that, quite justly, followed the NCAA Eagles
into their present campaign took on an aura shattered
only in New York's Holiday Festival
Rhode Island 73, BC 125 was a good night's practice
session for the Eagles. But it showed the little things we
look forward to are falling into place. Tom Verroneau,
the 66" hustler who came to the Heights without a
scholarship, continued the aggressive ball-playing of his
Fordham and UMass performances.
Verroneau wants rebounds; he wants to play, and
his hustle may earn him a starting slot next season. Bob
Dukiet, a phenomenal shooter, has unfrozen. He's loose
now; he" plays defense; he's left the artillery and joined
the cavalry. Both of them are sophs.
Bill Evans hasn't really been up to par since his
September-October mono attack. But he's come along
well late in the year. Terry Driscoll, the sometimes-fantastic 6-7 center, leads the team in scoring now, will get
better as he gets stronger. An aggressive Driscoll, as St.
John's-found out, is a potent scoring threat.
Despite their lackluster showing against the URI
frosh, the group of freshmen basketball players assembled this year deserves a lot of notice. Frank Fitzgerald
is a good 6-7, and a year's experience will be enough to
make him a strong offensive and defensive performer.
"Obie", the popular Jim O'Brien, may step right into
Jack Kvancz's shoes next year. A talented Brooklyn
backcourtman, O'Brien has as much potential as any BC
guard since the frosh days of Billy Evans.
So we're 12-7. Not bad, but not great. Maybe, with
maybe, next year.
more desire and more hustle

...
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STUDENTS
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WILLING TO TUTOR.
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Going Anywhere?
NEED A ROOM?
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For guaranteed
reservations see
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Mark Laßrecque
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Xavier 343

Tel. 527-9483
Campus Representative

Sheraton Hotels
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Editor Dr. A. Pronin
Fresno s+a+e Colle 9e

A cultural, educational, nonpolitical, intermediate and
advanced levels with bilingual
sections.
por sample issue
send 50 cents to

P'O' &OX 5043,
Fresno, Calif. 93755

TYPEWRITER LIQUIDATION
Must dispose for estate?Royal Portable $18; L. C. Smith Manuel
$19.99; lata Royal Electric $98; 1.8.M. modal "B" latest serial no.
$175; Smith-Corona Electric Portable "250" (orig. $265) at new
$145; Olympia Portable $68; even others! Private home. LA 7-0311

CAMERA LIQUIDATION

disposal for estate?Bmm. movie cameras choice for $10;
35mm. still cameras choice $12; Zeiss single lens reflex with interchangeable Tester lent $38; Leitz Visofiex with finder $48; Polaroid
cameras at crazy price*: high power telephoto lens for Polaroid
cameras $28; 8111111. projector $48; and avail more! Private heme.
Immed.
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"We're Number One;"
BC Skiers Lead Division

URI Surprises
Eaglets, 80-76
By Jim Creamer

Sports Staff
Last Sunday, a few thousand miles from the Olympic slopes of Grenoble, the BC skiing team extended its The BC freshman basketball
win streak to five, with an impressive sweep of the URl- team, performing with an indifference uncharacteristicof their past
sponsored Downhill Meet.

The Eagles, racing under icy
conditions at Pat's Peak, New
Hampshire, also took the Saturday event with comparative ease.
Bill Toof, a junior from Wilmington, Vermont, has paced
the racers to their commanding
lead of the New England Intercollegiate
Ski Conference's
Thompson Division.
Senior Rick Fitzgerald tied with
Toof for the first place honors
Saturday. Both BC racers had
times of 106.1, in the two-run, 50-gate Giant Slalom event.
Jim Markusen (6th), Steve Vincent (9th), and Roger Kerouack
(11th) added the point margin to
insure the BC victory.
Sunday's field of forty-five racers were faced with extremely icy
and fast conditions in a two-run
downhill competition. Toof again
took first place, with Fitzgerald
right behind him. Fitzgerald tied
with Babson's Skip Keenan for

the second laurels.
Senior Roger Kerouack finished
fourth in the Sunday meet, with
Jim Markusen fifth. BC freshman
Alan Balladur, a former resident
of Switzerland, showed potential
with an eighth place showing overall in the two days of racing.
The Eagles are now far out
in front of second place Babson
for the NEISC Thompson title

play, lost their second ball game
with five firsts and one third of the year to an awkward but efplace finish in their six outings ficient URI frosh five last Tuesday
this season.
night, 80-76.
The Eagles' cold shooting and
sleepy reflexes were in sharp contrast to those of the Eaglets' jarring victory ova- the Holy Cross
frosh two weeks ago.
By John Dolan
Rhode Island is a good team,
Sports Staff
and they played a good game.
The wrestling team had a trying They outdid the fledgling Eagles
weekend last week, losing 29-13 in assists and field goals, and reto UMass on Saturday night, and bounded very well despite a height
20-11 to the Harvard"JV's on Mon- disadvantage.
day night.
Providence, the only previous
The club is now 3-4 for the victor over the BC frosh, had lost
season, with three away matchtwo of three to the URI five bees (ÜBI, Amherst, Tufts) to go. fore Tuesday night's contest at
The three Eagle victories came Roberts.
at the expense of Holy Cross,
The Eaglets probably experiBrandeis, and Boston State while enced their coldest night of the
the other two BC setbacks were season. Yin Costello and Jim
inflicted by UCorm and a strong O'Brien just could not hit up to
MIT squad.
their usual average. O'Bie colThe season will close when lected 10 points, while Costello
Coach Maloney brings his team managed a total of 11.
to the New England Regional
Frank Fitzgerald, despite a
Tournament at the Coast Guard rather slow effort, led the BC
Academy in New London, Conn. scorers with 22. Both teams ran
The many excellent sophomores into foul trouble, but the Rams
on the team promise BC good were hardest hit. Both 6-6's fouled
representation in the lighter out, and tiny, 5-6 Ed Molloy folweight classes. Especially strong lowed late in the second half,
are Dick Power, 123 lbs.; Larry after a 17-point scoring total.
MeDade, 130; Tony Maccarim,
The frosh easily took an incred137; Captain Paul Trombi, 145; ibly poor Huntington Prep squad
Mike Calvey, 152.
last Friday night, winning 91-60.

Matmen Face
N.E. Regionals

Vermont
Transit

roußSiu...

SKI BUSES

"Individuality is an
integral element in the
life of a Paulist."

To 13 Major SKI AREAS

.

Convenient Vermont Transit Bus
service to 13 famous Vermont

a

'-""''m.

So wrote Isaac Hecker, the
founder of the first Paulist
Community in 1858. Then he
added, "The individuality ofman cannot be too great when
he is guided by the spirit of

~^'^

God."
His aim was to create an order
of priests whowouldbe ableto
meet the needs of all God's
people, as they arise in each
era, in each age.
Today, over100years later, the
Paulists remain trueto Father
Hecker's ideals. Paulists are
they are
individualists
themselves.Moreover,they are
and tomormen of today
row. Modern menwho are free
of stifling formalism...free to
develop their own innate talents and thus make their own
unique, and individual contributions.
If you are interested in making a greater contribution of
your own life as a priest, write
to thePaulists today for a special aptitude test designed to
help determine if you are of
priestly caliber.

J

Ski Areas! Leave on Fridays,
return after skiing on Sundays.
m
"Additional weekend connecting
service plus daily connecting
service to Stowe. ? Why be in
ie driver's seat ? Avoid tiring
V< Nfc driving. Go on modern rest room
equippedVermontTransit Buses!
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Tstowe
I KILLINGTON, PICO

I MT. SNOW, HAYSTACK
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MAD RIVER, SUGARBUSH
GLEN ELLEN
BROMLEY, HOGBACK, MAGIC
SNOW VALLEY, STRATTON
Convenient Daily Service to
Northern New England Points

Write to:
NationalVocationsDirector

FATHERS
PAULIST
Room 132

Vermont Transit Lines
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
10 St. Jam** Aye., Tel. 423-5810

415 West 59th Street
New York, N-Y. 16019
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Girls' hoop schedule

Girls' Basketball

Schedule

... Regis at BC
Feb. 28, 7:00 . . Northeastern at
Feb. 20, 7:30
BC

Mar.

5,

.

7:30

..

7;30

.

Emmanuel,
Bridgewater

State, at Bridgewater
Mar. 14, 7:00
Jackson at BC

.

(55 OttCampusA^
(By theauthor of "RallyRound the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis,"etc.)
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MORNINGS AT SEVEN...AND
THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO
ABOUT IT

Any man who says morning is the best time of day is
either a liar or a meadowlark.
There is only one way to make morning enjoyable:
sleep till noon. Failing that, the very best you can do is to
make morning tolerable. This, I am pleased to report, is
possible if you will follow three simple rules:
1. Shave properly.
By shavingproperly I mean shaving quietly. Don't use
a blade that whines and complains. Morning being a time
of clanger and anger, use a blade that neither clangs nor
angs. Use a blade that makes no din on your chin, no
squeak on your cheek, no howl on your jowl, no rip on
your lip, no waves while it shaves. Use, in short, Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades.
I have been shaving for 71 years (not too impressive
until one considers that I am 49 years old) and I am here
to tell you that the quietest blade I know is Personna. I not
only shave with Personna, but I also admire it. Old virtues reappear in Personna; old values are reborn. Personna is a modest blade, an undemandingblade. Personna
does not rasp and tug, yelling, "Hey, lookit me!" No, sir,
not Personna! Silently, respectfully, unobtrusively, Personna whisks your whiskers with nary a whisper. It
shucks your soil and stubble without toil and trouble.
Why, you hardly know it's there, this well-bredPersonna
blade, this paragon of punctilio.
Moreover, this crown of the blade-maker's art, this
epitome of epidermal efficacy, is available both in Doubleedge style and Injector style. Do your kisser a favor: get

some.

2. Breakfast properly.
I assert that a Personna shave is the best of all possible
shaves. But I do not assert that a Personna shave, bracing though it may be, is enough to prepare you for the
hideous forenoon ahead. After shaving you must eat an
ample breakfast.
Take, for example, the case of Basil Metabolism, a sophomore at VM.I. Basil, knowing there was to be an inspection by the Commandant one morning, prepared by storing up energy. He recognized that coffee and juice would
not sustain him, so he had a flitch of bacon, a clutch of
eggs, a batch of bagels, a notch of ham, a bunch of butter,
a swatch of grits, a hutch of honey, a patch of jelly, a
thatch of jam, a twitch of pepper, and a pinch of salt.

Rams overpower Eagles;
tournament hopes fading
By Bob Gass
Sports Staff

The Eagles had just finished dismantling the Redmen of UMass, 94-70, when
Coach Bob Cousy was quoted as saying, "I just hope we can put two good games together."
Cousy's hopes were smashed
last Saturday. The Fordham
Rams, sparked by Bill Langheld's
31 points and aided greatly by
the sloppy floor play and inconAfter watching St. Bonaventure dismember Provisistent shooting of the Eagles,
dence,
70-56, last Saturday, one could not help being imdumped 13th-ranked (who does the pressed by just how bad the Friars really are this year.
ranking?) BC, 79-71, before a deOnly the coaching and pleading of Joe "Combinalighted crowd of Fordham fanation Defense" Mullaney has kept the Friars from a wintics at Rose Hill.
less season. What happened to all the hotshot recruits

Bob Gass

NATURAL GASS

Trailing 22-21, the Rams outscored the Eagles 21-10 over the

last seven minutes of the first
half, to lead 42-32 at intermission. Langheld, Fordham's 1966-67
MVP and fifth all-time scorer, led
the spurt with eight points.
When Terry Driscoll got into
trouble early in the second
half and had to be taken out, the
Rams quickly concentrated on penetrating the middle of the BC defense. Two Langheld hoops gave
Fordham its biggest edge of the
tilt, 5843, with 14:30 to play.
foul

The Eagles were not dead (yet),
however, and roared back to outscore Fordham 26-11 over the
next ten minutes. Sophomore Tom
Verroneau led the surge with 12

points while thereinstatedDriscoll
consistently swept the boards and
added the key one-and-one to tic
things up at 69-69. The everpresent Langheld then hit on a
three-point play while Steve Kelleher converted a steal. With three
minutes to play the Rams held a
slim 72-71 edge.
The Eagles then hit an unexpected cold spell and could not
come up with another point. Driscoll, Evans, Kvancz, and Adelman
all missed "percentage shots" as
Fordham, by missing five key free
throws in the late stages, kept giving the Eagles another chance.
The Rams finally iced it in the
last 48 seconds on hoops by soph-

omore Bob Kellert and 6-foot-8
John Zanzilari.
The victory boosted Fordham's
(9-0 at home) and
dropped the Eagles to 11-7 and out
of any post-season consideration.

record to 14-4

.

The idea was right; the quantities,alas, were not. When
the Commandant arrived, Basil, alas, was so torpid that
he could not raise his bloated arm in a proper salute. He
was, of course, immediately shot by a firing squad. Today,
a perforated man, he earns a meagre living as a collander
in Cleveland.
3. Read properly
Always read the paper at breakfast. It inhibits bolting.
But do not read the front page. That is full of bad, acidmaking news. Read a more pleasant part of the paper?
the Home and Garden section, for example.
For instance, in my local paper, The Westport Peasant,
there is a delightful column called "Ask Harry Homespun" which fairly bristles with bucolic wisdom and
many an earthy chuckle. I quote some questions and

answers:

Q: I am thinking of buying some power tools. What

should I get first ?

A: Hospitalization.
Q: How do you getrid of moles ?
A: Pave the lawn.
Q: What is the best way to put a wide car in a narrow
garage?
A: Butter it. ;
Q: What do you dofor elm blight ?
A: Salt water gargle and bed rest.
.Q : What can Ido for dry hair?
A: Get a wet hat.
'r
© 1968, Max Shulmun
* * *
Personrta's partner in shaving comfort is BurmaShave, regular or menthol. Together, Personna and
Burma-Shave make a considerablecontribution toward
forenoon survival.

..
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Coach Johnny Bach's Rams
clearly outplayed the Eagles,
turning the ball over 14 times
to 27 BC turnovers with Billy
Evans and Steve Adelman being
the chief culprits in the "lost
ball" department.

Last year the Rams upset the
Eagles 85-81 at Roberts Center and
disgruntled BC rooters claimed
that Fordham's 92% shooting from
the charity stripe was nothing but

a fluke. Not many would argue
that Fordham's 31-26 advantage
from the floor this year was mere
luck.

The 6-foot-6 Verroneau led the
BC attack with 16 points while
Steve Kelleher and Bob Dukiet
added 14 and 10, respectively.
Terry Driscoll (8), Jim Kissane
(8), Steve Adelman (6), Jack
Kvancz (4), and Billy Evans (3)
combined for 29 points.
Oh, by the way, Holy Cross
dropped Fordham, 85-76, at Worcester on Feb. 7.

that PC always came up with? If John Hadnot and John
Thompson saw Tony "Killer" Koski trying to do what
they used to?play offense and defense?they'd probably
think there was a war on and all the good ballplayers
wdre in the service.
The truth is that all the good ballplayers are playing for other universities. Uninformed sources report
that PCs admission requirements are too high. That's
almost as funny as Stu Kerzner winning the Boston
Garden Tournament's MVP award.
Getting back to St. Bonnie's, it seems indeed fortunate that the Brown and White play a schedule fairly
comparable to Houston's famous "cupcake lineup" of a
year ago (Albuquerque, Centenary, Hawaii, HardinSimmons, Lamar Tech, Loyola of New Orleans). The
Bonnies take on such powers as Gannon, Xavier, Baldwin-Wallace, and Canisius (twice).
Still, while they don't deserve to go through the
season undefeated (though they no doubt will), the
Bonnies do have the strongest (if not the best) center in
the East. Big Bob Lanier, a 6-11 sophomore who has
been ignored publicity-wise throughout most of this season because of the" more spectacular exploits of fellow
sophs Calvin Murphy, Rick Mount, and Pete Maravich,
anchors the middle of the Bonnie defense while contributing 28 ppg on offense.
The other offensive star is Bill Butler, a flashy 6foot-3 forward who can sky and has moves reminiscent
of former St. Bonaventure stars Freddie Crawford and
Tom Stith. Watch for the Bonnies to get an NCAA bid
and then get knocked out of the tournament early.
Speaking of schedules, the guy who makes up the
Fairfield basketball schedule (BC, Villanova, Houston,
Dayton, St. Bonnies) must be directly related to the guy
who makes up the BC football schedule.
After watching UCLA and Lew Awfulbig squeak
past Oregon State, 55-52, one could not help getting the
impression that the Bruins are getting tired of it all. Look
for Houston, North Carolina, or one of the New Mexico
clubs (UNM or NMS) to take all the marbles, come
NCAA finals time in March.
The quote of the year was made last Friday evening
by one of the Olympic announcers who stated, while
watching a video-tape replay of U.S. skier Jim Barrows
sailing through the air, bootstraps over teakettle, "Now,
as you can see, Barrows has gotten himself into an awkward position." Barrows was "lucky" to escape with
only a dislocated hip. Dick Williams take note.
All basketball fans should be delighted by tomorrow's TV listings, as no less than five games are slated.
At 1:00, TVS (Channel 4) brings us DePaul vs. Dayton.
The Flyers of Dayton, losers to UCLA in last year's
NCAA final, feature southpaw Don May and a surprisingly poor 10-9 record.
At 2 p.m., Channel 5 features Syracuse vs. West Virginia from Morgantown. For all interested, the Mountaineers (now second to Davidson in the Southern Conference, though 11-7) display All-Conference guard Ron
Williams and 6-foot-5 leaper Carry Bailey, while Syracuse's Bob Clary should look familiar to most local
basketball buffs. Clary was a former schoolboy standout for Val Muscato at Oliver Ames High in North
Easton.
For your late afternoon viewing, Channel 56 is carrying the BC-Georgetown game from Roberts Center at
4:00. (What a victory it will be for former BC assistantcoach Jack Magee). After supper, Chris Clark and Channel 12 will bring you the game between Providence and
the Bluejays of Creighton, with tap-off at 8:15. At 9:15,
Tommy Heinsohn brings you an objective account of the
Celtics-Hawks encounter on Channel 56.
How about a good sports trivia?who holds the
Duke University basketball single-game scoring mark?
Nope, it's not Art Heyman or Jeff Mullins or Bob Verga.
It's none other than Dick Groat, who connected for 48
points against archrival North Carolina in 1952.
- And finally a dissension-maker?after his fine play
against Providence and Holy Cross, Jack Kvancz was
chpsejijo the ECAC first teapi for the wegk. of January
28-February 3. Jack was justly rewarded by not starting
against UMass or Fordham.
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Eagles seeking Second;
clash with RPI, Cornell
By Jim Blake
Sports Editor

With the tightest-ever ECAC race now in its final stages, the next three weeks
will find the Boston College hockey team playing five pressure-packed games with the
likes of RPI, Cornell, New Hampshire, Boston University, and Army. Needless to say,
Coach John "Snooks" Kelley's sextet will be hard put to maintain its current second
place standing.
Tonight RPI is in town seeking way high above Cayuga's waters.
to rebound from the miseries of It wasn't too long ago that the
five losses in its last six games, Big Red were battling to stay in
a losing skein which has ended its competition. Ever since the dybattle with the Eagles for second
place.
But the Engineers still have
a respectable record, good
enough for a number six rating.

With this in mind, one can appreciate the tremendous rebuilding
job Coach
Garry
Kearns has done in the past two
seasons. In 1965-66,, BPI posted
a 3-19-0 mark and last season it
finished at 8-15-1.
i The Engineers are paced in
scoring by their first line of Dale

Watson, Richard Scammell, and
Barry Law. Watson and Scammell were among the East's leading scorers last year with 65 and
56 points respectively.
This trio is back at it again
this season with Scammell leading
the team with eighteen goals and
fourteen assists for thirty-two
points and with Watson (14-16-30)
and Law (5-19-24) all contributing
heavily.
Among other players to watch
are defensemen Tom Bean and
Colin Ingham, center John Rancourt, and goaltender Tom Nichol.
Nichol's 3.68 goals against average
is outstanding when you consider
that RPI allowed 6.75 goals per
game last season.
But
next Thursday,
the
Eagles will meet the supreme
test when they take on the incomparable Cornell sextet in
Ithaca. The Big Red are number one in the East with combined overall record of 7-1-0, and
the defending Ivy League,
ECAC, and NCAA champions
are showing no signs of deteriorating in the stretch.
Things haven't always been this

ans which has aroused support for
a new Ivy League ruling which
is planned to take effect next
year. It is of the thesis that no
more than
of the participating players on a varsity
team can be citizens of countries
outside the United States.
But overlooking this, one has
to marvel at the impressive array of talent which Cornell possesses. There is only one senior
on the squad, Captain Walt
?Dhoto by Dave Flanagan
ONE OF 61
PC goalie John Sanford thwarts Eagle Tim Sheehy
"Skip" Stanowski, with six junwhile BC's John Snyder (9) moves in for rebound in McHugh Forum
iors and seven talented sophoaction last Friday night.
mores completing the roster,

...

ter.

Richard Scammell
namic Ned Harkness took overthe
coaching position five years ago.
Cornell's fortunes haverisen to the
point of establishing a hockey
dynasty.

The Big Red possess size,
speed, and aggressiveness in addition to their youth and have all
the characteristics of a truly
great team. They specialize in
forechecking their opponents to
death while scoring when they
want to. It looks as though Ned
Harkness will have great teams
on his hands for at least the next
two years.
In goal is the incomparable Ken
Dryden, a bonafide all-American
if there ever was one, who leads
the Eastern goalies with a 1.4L
goals against average. Harkness
terms him as being "the best
goaltender I've ever seen" in appraising his two-year won and
loss mark of 41-1-1.

The Red possess tremendous
balance in their three forward
Dale Watson
lines. The first line of Brian
This rapid rise to domination Cornell, Pete Tufford, and Bob
McGuinn (who was recently dehas been received with much consternation, however. Cornell has clared ineligible) has registered
twenty-two players on its roster 31 times; the second trio of
of which twenty-two are Canadi- Steve Giuliani, John Hughes,
ans. The lone American on the and Garth Ryan has countered
squad, Andy Crowley, left the with 32; and the Ted Covieilo,
Bill Lewis, and Dan Lodboa line
team two months ago for a varihas notche|d 29 scores. Cornell
ety of reasons.
with thirteen goals and eighteen
It is this proportion of Canadiassists for thirty-one points and
Tufford (10-20-30)
lead
the

BC hockey wins two
over weaker PC, NU
By Mike MacNeil
Sports Staff

The BC hockey team received a 6-4, despite the efforts of Eric
much needed lift during the past Porter and Dave Poile.
week with impressive victories Last Friday night, the Eagle
goal
over Northeastern in the consola- icemen reached their highest
rolling
season,
the
output
of
while
tion round of the Beanpot Tournr
inept Providence six, 13-0
ament, and over Providence Col- over an
McHugh.
at
lege, last Friday night in a 13-0
BC jumped out in front at
"laugher."
the two minute mark of the first
The Eagles struck quickly in period when Tim Sheehy scored
both games. Against NU, John on a breakaway, converting a
Snyder opened the scoring at 1:41 fine feed from John Sullivan.
of the first period, followed 19 Before the period ended, Mike
seconds later with a goal by Flynn, on the way to his second
"new" Eagle Paul Schilling. NU hat trick of the season, added
then answered once to keep the two more.
first period close at 2-1.
The Eagles followed with four
With Tim Sheehy leading the tallies in the second stanza, with
way, BC soon put the game out Kevin Ahearn, Whitey Allen, John
of the reach of the Huskies by Snyder, and Gordie Clarke all
posting four big tallies in the connecting. Clarke also registered
second period to make it 6-2, BC. the hat trick.
The BC onslaught continued
Sheehy made it look easy as through the third
period, as goals
he scored on a penalty shot and
were racked up by Clarke, Allen,
again as he challenged NU goalSullivan, Putnam, Flynn, and
ie Ken Leu on a breakaway. Clarke again. On the whole, the
Kevin Ahearn and Barry Mcperformance of Providence goalie
Carthy contributed to the win by
John Sanford was nothing short of
adding the other two goals.
amazing, as the shellshocked netNortheastern made a run at BC minder turned back 61 shots on
in the final period but fell short, net.

scorers.

Trackmen 3rd in GBC's
By John Dolan
Sports Staff

The BC track team displayed a
few bright spots in its disappointing third place finish at last weekend's Greater Boston Collegiate
Track and Field Championships,
despite the fact that Harvard and
Northeastern walked away with
the major share of the points.
Running in Northeastem's
Cabot Cage, BC senior Larry

Jeffers gave the best performance for the team. Qualifying
Friday night in the varsity
600-yard event, Jeffers was second to Harvard's Jeff Huvelle,
with a 1:14.6 time.
Jeffers came back on Saturday
to run an outstanding race against
the Harvard trackman. Never
more than two steps off the pace,
Jeffers' 1:13.1 time was again
second to Huvelle, who finished in

1:12.8.
Both times bettered the old
GBC record, 1:13.2, a mark held
by BC '65 alumnus Bob Gilvy.
Assistant coach Chris Lane said
of Jeffers' race: "Larry ran the
best 600 of his life and could possibly drop two seconds off his time

Magee-men,

as

if he runs in a larger facility, such
as the track ait Madison Square
Garden."
Captain Jim Kavanaugh showed
fine form in the weight events.
After qualifying Friday night in
both the shot put and the 35-pound
weight throw, Jim placed third in
the shot and dueled Harvard's
Ron Wilson in the 35-lb. event,
finishing second with a throw of
57 feet, 11 inches on Saturday.
Junior Bill Doherty placed second in the broad jump event, to
boost the team totals. NU's hot
freshman prospect, Larry Joseph,
dropped BC freshmen John lies
and Frank Walsh into second place
in the Freshman mile and 1000-meter events.
After last Tuesday night's triangular meet with Brown and
Holy Cross, the Eagles have a
week's respite. Injuries to key performers will keep them out of the
highly-oontroversial NYAC meet
at New York this weekend.
Next Tuesday at Providence, the
Eagles take on Providence College
in an indoor dual meet at Brown.

Pirates loom

dangerous underdogs
By Jim O'Reilly
Sports Editor

Jack Magee has problems with his Georgetown basketball team. A glance
at the Hoyas' 8-9 record doesn't tell the whole story. But, for the first time since he
left BC two seasons ago, Magee's former mentor, Bob Cousy, is in the unenviable position of balancing a sub-par season with a succession of hungry opponents.
There's hope for the Hoyas this Fordham, Army, St. John's and ers and a poor bench have so
year, and Magee knows it.
Syracuse have also enriched their far crippled their attack.
The other contest on the Eag- records at the expense of GeorgeSenior Gerry Mackey, a 6-2
les' schedule this week is Seton town.
guard, helps out with 13.2 ppg,
Hall, listed on everyone's schedWillie Somerset's senior year at but forecourt men Larry Rovel-

ule as Wednesday the twentieth,
the day after the first NCAA bids
come out.
BC isn't worrying about the
NCAA, and Seton Hall isn't

worried about the Eagles. Now
7-11 on the year, the Pirates
haven't much to lose.
Georgetown's main attraction is
6-1 guard Dennis Cesar, a New
Jersey product whose 16.3 per
game leads the team in scoring.
Charlie Abrion, the Hoyas' 6-6

Seton Hall was supposed to be a
much more pleasant experience.
Then Coach Richie Regan began
to have a season's worth of Excedrin headaches. Center Brian
Blake (6-8) quit, and Somerset
took on the pivot spot.
The Pirates went into a slump
early, losing mine of their first
12 games and suffering through

an 86-65 rout by their local rivals, St. Peter's of Jersey City.

center, broke the BC opponents St. John's, St.
school record for rebounding with Joe's, Providence, and Fordham
29 against George Washington last robbed the Pirates of any chance
Saturday night.
tor a successful year. Somerset
Against Seton Hall, January 13, averages 13.7 points per game, but
the Hoyas took a 77-57 drubbing. a lack of height among the startsophomore

stad and Kevin Foley are both
6-2 and can't match a taller team.
Last January 31 at Seton Hall,
the more powerful (and taller)
Eagles walked away with a 90-75
decision in the midst of the then
five game BC winning streak.
This season's edition of the Hoyas, as well, is weaker than the
five who hosted BC in a jampacked McDonough Gymnasium
last Feb. 24th. After 6-11 Frank
Hollandoner and forward Jim Supple had built a slim Georgetown
lead, Jim Kissane and Billy Evans engineered a strong comeback. The Eagles won that one,
103-91.

